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Introduction
Human civilisation is, in large part, a
story about human organisation. From
hunter-gatherer bands to nation states,
our societies have been fundamentally
shaped by the organisational forms we
have adopted; whether that be democratic
government or dictatorship, army battalion
or resistance movement, worker cooperative
or multinational corporation. Organisational
structures have typically developed as a
means of tackling specific problems, such
as speeding up decision-making or ensuring
resources are distributed fairly among group
members; however, it is clear that those we
have developed to date are inadequate
when managing common-pool resources
like our environment. Our future will thus
be determined, to a great extent, by how
effectively we can design organisational
forms which deal with the challenges ahead.
This collection of essays discusses new
organisational forms which are emerging,
enabled by digital technologies like
blockchain. These organisations are allowing
people to self-organise and collaborate
as part of decentralised networks. Such
decentralised networks have several novel
features, perhaps the most important of which
is that, unlike many organisations, they are
designed to function without the need to trust
other members of the group – that is, with
trust in people replaced by a different kind
of trust, in the technology itself. This has the
potential to change radically what people
think an organisation can be and what it
means to work for one.

In addition, by providing lower-friction ways
of bringing people together, enabling their
input and rewarding their effort, these
organisational forms present novel means
of value creation and resource distribution.1
They may also enable more flexible forms of
governance, offering a solution to some of the
numerous ‘problems of the commons’ which
afflict humankind.
These are grand ideas which this
collection is intended to illustrate and
explain. The featured essays expand on
how decentralised technology will affect
society, organisations and people, and they
explore decentralisation through many
different lenses – from what it means for
democracy to how it could help transform
our relationship with nature. The writers
include a diverse range of people: academics,
lawyers, developers, entrepreneurs, activists
and artists; and while the essays are intended
to illustrate the potential of blockchain and
other decentralising technologies, the report
also includes several contrarian views.
We hope the collection will be of interest
to innovators, policymakers, investors
and anyone else who is interested in how
technology will shape our future. It is intended
to help demystify some of the complex ideas
being discussed in this space while also giving
a glimpse into how, over the coming decades,
decentralised digital organisations could
change every aspect of how we live and work.
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Why now?
The launch of Bitcoin in 2009 showed how
blockchain technology could be used to
build a completely decentralised cash system
– not merely ‘digital cash’, but a system
that does not rely upon banks and other
intermediaries. A decade on, there has been
a digital ‘Cambrian explosion’ of innovative
ventures trying to do what Bitcoin did for
money – that is, provide resilient, secure and
transparent decentralised systems that can
function largely autonomously – in just about
every other area of our lives from how we
fall in love2 to how we pay our taxes.3 While
uptake of these technologies has taken longer
than some expected, advocates believe
that we are approaching a turning point as
they gain traction and acceptance in more
industries4 and as more organisations – such
as DAOstack, Colony and Aragon – have
started to provide tools which make it simpler
for others; in much the same way as Ebay,
Amazon and Etsy made it easier for anyone to
set up an online shop.
The essays in this collection were written
amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Before the
pandemic, remote working was primarily an
optional benefit for affluent workers in the
‘knowledge economy’. 5 However, the crisis has
triggered an immense shift towards remote
work in all sectors, forcing every organisation
to think about whether people really need
to be geographically close in order to work
together effectively. It has been suggested
by many that this shift in working habits
will endure beyond the current crisis.6 This,
we believe, will result in more people asking
questions about what organisations are really
for, what it can mean to work for one and
how we should structure them in the future.
Thus questions of decentralisation, and the
governance structures and technologies which
best enable this, are more relevant than ever.

This collection also builds on Nesta’s work
over the last few years in the related fields
of collective intelligence,7 crowdfunding,8
the peer-to-peer or sharing economy9 and
digital democracy10 – and how innovations
in these areas can help us overcome some of
the world’s most pressing societal challenges.
In the private sector, too, we have seen
how the dominant mode of innovation for
the past few decades has arguably been
organisational innovation enabled by digital
technologies: the advantage of Airbnb and
Uber, for example, is that they replaced
asset-laden organisations with much
looser networks featuring distributed asset
ownership (although the networks themselves
are still centralised, with the company at
the core; the essays in this volume describe
what happens if we go a step further – that
is, if we have both distributed assets and a
distributed network which facilitates a market
without the burden of central coordination).
Despite the possible benefits, however, the
public image of blockchain and related
decentralised technology remains tainted
by the large number of fraudulent sales
of cryptocurrencies and other digital
tokens (also known at ICOs).11 Similarly,
many policymakers are still focused on
the negative aspects, such as the risk of
money laundering. One of the purposes
of this collection, therefore, is to highlight
some of the potential positive impacts of
decentralisation – including greater resilience,
increased transparency and democracy,
reduced transaction costs and vastly more
new opportunities for value creation.
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What you will find in the collection
This collection is made up of the ten finalists
from the Decentralised Futures essay
competition which Nesta ran. While readers
might not agree with all of their conclusions,
each of the finalists makes a compelling
case and brings a fresh perspective to how
we think about the future of decentralised
organisations.
The Last, Best Hope for Open Data – In our
winning essay, Kevin Werbach argues that
big tech platforms like Facebook, Google and
Amazon will not be replaced by decentralised
alternatives, because few people will accept
significantly worse functionality or user
experience in return for better privacy.
Rather, he suggests, blockchain will see
mass adoption ‘behind the scenes’ in the
infrastructural foundations of digital identity
and hardware, and big tech will participate
in the new decentralised data economy
because it provides benefits for them as well.
DAO: Mismatch of Technology and
Objectives – Our second prize winner, Grace
(Rebecca) Rachmany, presents a slightly
contrarian perspective, making the case
that decentralisation is not a better way to
run businesses and that many developers
have been blinded by a naïve technooptimism. Instead, she argues, the principles
of decentralisation should be applied to
areas such as climate change, preservation
of cultures and cross-border disputes where
centralised organisations are failing, where
collective intelligence is needed and where
everyone’s interest is at stake and therefore
everyone should have a say.
How DAOs Can Revive Local Communities
– In our third prize winning essay, Rhian Lewis
explores how decentralised technology can
not only help global tech organisations, but
also support the growth of local initiatives,
such as community-owned pubs, shops and
cafés. In this way, Lewis argues that

decentralised digital organisations can craft a
future where individuals can decide the shape
of their own communities and build the lives
they want, centred around vibrant high streets
where everyone feels a sense of ownership
and pride.
The Web of Commons: Rethinking the
Status Quo from the Data Up – In this essay,
Karissa McKelvey draws parallels between
the historical enclosures of common land
and the gatekeeping of current knowledge
commons, such as scientific papers. She then
draws on Elinor Ostrom’s seminal work to
describe a framework for what a fairer, more
secure and more private web might look like
and argues why blockchain is not the right
tool for this.
Cooperation Across Difference – Jack
Henderson also explores the tragedy of
the commons. He argues that if we want
sustainably egalitarian decentralised
societies, then the rules and mechanisms
that govern them are as important as the
data structures that enable them. He then
highlights how some of the ideas put forward
by the RadicalxChange movement are being
applied in this space.
How the Blockchain’s Internet of
Transactions Can Ensure a New Contract
with Nature – Michel Bauwens takes a
centuries-long historical view of systems of
control and paradigm shifts in social models.
He makes the case that we are currently
undergoing another transitional phase of
human history, from one stable system to
another. He hypotheses about where we are
heading, what changes we will make to get
there and what technologies and tools we
might need to achieve such ends.
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The Illusion of Blockchain Democracy:
One Coin Equals One Vote – In this essay,
Dionysis Zindros argues why the consensus
mechanisms used by current blockchains
unavoidably favour the wealthy and are
thus not the answer to more democratic
corporations and governments.
The Future Is a Safe And Dark Web: This is
What It Will Look Like – Joshua Tobkin asks
how we can reconcile privacy preservation
with the need to coordinate and exchange
value with others, concluding that ‘selfsovereign’ distributed identity is the only way
forward. He makes the case that over the
next decade, increasing internet surveillance
will drive us to encrypt everything and
communicate online on a purely need-to-know
basis. He discusses the role that blockchain
will play in allowing us to coordinate and
exchange value in such a world.

Taking the Power Back – Ziri Rideaux
and Brendan Miller offer a vision in which
decentralised autonomous organisations
(DAOs) replace both corporations and
governments as the preferred type of human
organisation. Like Bauwens, they see moderm
representative democracy and nation
states as being incapable of solving various
problems, which instead require global
collective action, and envisage what a global
direct democracy platform might look like.
Earth 2030 – Primavera De Filippi and Tony
Lai take a different tack, exploring a fictional
post-COVID future through the eyes of Leia,
whose community embraced decentralised
technology following the crisis, as she talks
to others from different communities which
followed different paths.
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Why Decentralisation Matters
Decentralisation is not a new idea,
particularly within government. Cycles
of centralisation and decentralisation
have been an integral part of human
history: it is often argued that it was the
decentralisation of the city states which
led to the success of ancient Greece12 and
that the political centralisation of ancient
Rome contributed to its downfall.13 More
recently, and closer to home, the UK has
been grappling with decentralisation in the
form of devolution14 and the introduction of
elected ‘metro mayors’.15
But what do we really mean by
decentralisation? It describes the process
of distributing power away from a central
authority or location so that no single
individual or group makes decisions on
behalf of all the parties. Decentralisation
or centralisation is not a binary option;
rather they lie on a spectrum, with nearly all
systems and organisations falling somewhere
between being totally centralised and
totally decentralised. So when something

is described as being ‘decentralised’, this
is often in comparison to what existed
beforehand. While in this collection we use
the terms ‘decentralised’ and ‘distributed’
interchangeably, some use ‘distributed’
only to refer to systems that are totally
decentralised.16

The re-decentralisation
of the internet
While the idea of decentralisation is not
new, it is being given fresh impetus and new
possibilities by innovations in technological
decentralisation. The physical internet and the
World Wide Web which runs on top of it were
both originally conceived as a decentralised
ecosystem17 where users connected directly
with one another and where no single
organisation had ownership or control.18 As
the Web’s inventor put it, it was intended to
be a democratic ‘place where we can all meet
and read and write’.19

Figure 1: Decentralised Networks

Totally centralised

Partially decentralised

Totally decentralised
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This lack of a centralised authority made
the web resilient and democratic, ripe for
‘permissionless’ innovation. Interoperability
depended on common standards, but these
were agreed by consensus rather than
imposed by authority. Many early pioneers
in the 1970s and 1980s were motivated by
a utopian vision of the internet as being
detached from traditional structures, with
the potential to democratise knowledge and
power.20
However, this vision didn’t last long: within
the last few decades, the internet has
undergone significant centralisation, with
most information now flowing through just
a handful of tech corporations. 21 Whilst such
centralisation has had some positive aspects,
such as making the internet more userfriendly, it has come at a significant cost.
First, centralisation has placed
unaccountable organisations in powerful
positions as information gatekeepers.
The majority of people now access their
news and other information through a small
number of web platforms. 22 This puts the
companies that run these platforms in the
position of gatekeeper or even censor, 23 with
the ability to control what people hear, read
and watch. While this may improve relevance
or quality of content, it also gives firms the
power to make certain pieces of information
effectively invisible to the world. Even if not
intentionally malevolent, this gives these
organisations unparalleled control over us
and our democracies.

Second, centralisation threatens privacy.
Because so much flows through relatively
few channels, big tech firms possess vast
amounts of information about us and our
private lives. Moreover, since the business
models of many of these firms are based on
their ability to collect user data and sell it to
third parties, there are strong incentives for
them to aggregate and interlink such data.
Recent abuses, like the Cambridge Analytica
scandal24 in which Facebook data was illegally
harvested to build psychographic profiles of
potential voters, have increased calls for users
to have more control over their personal data.
There have also been multiple instances of
employees of centralised systems abusing
their position to access private content.25
Third, centralised systems create fragility
and single points of failure. For example,
by centralising records in one database,
Equifax made itself an attractive target for
hackers; the data breach of their system in
2017 exposed the personal data of up to 143
million people. In the same year, a typo by
an engineer at AWS (Amazon Web Service
– Amazon's web hosting service) created an
outage which brought several other large
web services down with them. 26
Fourth, centralised platforms do not
equitably distribute the value captured
among those that create them. It has
often been argued that the free use of
these web platforms does not come close
to compensating people fairly for the value
of the data and content created by users,
and that users – not just shareholders and
executives – should be financially rewarded
for their contributions. 27
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Alongside these issues, the ‘winner takes all’
dynamic of the centralised web – which is
reinforced by network effects and the costs
associated with migrating to a different
provider (e.g. losing all your personal
information held by the incumbent) –
sometimes prevents small new firms from
getting a foothold, thus limiting competition,
consumer choice and innovation.28 While critics
might argue that decentralised platforms
would monopolise in the same way, this may
not be the case; your information would be
held in a decentralised, open-source database,
making it easier to switch to an alternative
provider if they offered a more attractive
service or if your current provider
did something you did not like.
For these reasons, there is a large movement
of people supporting the ‘re-decentralisation’
of the internet. This movement, which
includes the Web’s inventor, Sir Tim BernersLee, envisages an internet that, once again,
is not reliant on centralised operators or
intermediaries; where users own and control
their own data and interact directly with one
another, free from surveillance or censorship,
while still having access to the same breadth
and quality of services.
Peer-to-peer (or ‘P2P’) file-sharing
services, such as Napster, LimeWire
and BitTorrent, have been popular since
the late 1990s. These allow people to
download data directly from people who
already have the file, rather than from
a single centralised server. Participants
in the network typically act as both
suppliers and providers of resources so
that once a file has been downloaded by
a user, the user’s computer then hosts it
for others to access. The fact that there
is no central server makes the system
resistant to censorship, which is why such
systems have been used to distribute
pirate movies, music and software.

The Decentralised Web (DWeb) takes
the idea of peer-to-peer connectivity
and applies it to websites and web
applications too. There are two key
ways in which the DWeb differs from
the traditional web. First, as with other
peer-to-peer services, it typically requires
all computers to provide services as well
as access them. Second, to navigate this
distributed network, it uses a different
address system to the traditional Web:
whereas we currently find information
by specifying a particular web address
or URL, the decentralised web stores
information based on its content – i.e. it is
found by what it is rather than where it is.
As an analogy, finding information on
the traditional web can be likened29 to
directing someone to a book by saying
that it is ‘in the British Library, in a specific
reading room, third bookcase, top shelf,
first from the left’; whereas with the
distributed web you would tell them how
to find it by giving them the title and
author, so they can find it in any library
or bookshop or even borrow it from a
friend. This means that information can
be stored in multiple places at once
and passed around from computer to
computer rather than relying on a single
server, which makes the system more
resilient.
Distributed applications are computer
applications which run on distributed
computing systems. Such programs
are being developed for many of the
common services found on the traditional
web, from web browsing30 and file
storage31 to video streaming32 and social
media.33
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The decentralisation
of organisations
Just as the government or the web
are systems that can become more
decentralised, so too are individual
organisations. In general, businesses and
other organisations have stuck relatively
closely to the traditional corporate structure
which has dominated for more than a
century. Unfortunately, in many contexts, this
may no longer be the most effective way of
organising work.
Centralised organisations are typically
more hierarchical in their decision-making.
Such structures are well-suited to rapid
implementation of directions from the
leadership, which is why most armed forces
are strongly hierarchical. However, they are
quite poorly suited to generating new ideas
and enabling ‘bottom-up’ innovation, which
is important in the knowledge economy. The
lack of peer-to-peer networks is often visible
in organisational silos, where information has
to flow up (i.e. towards the centre) and then
back down to other units.
In order to encourage innovation, therefore,
many organisations have consciously tried
encourage more decentralised, peer-to-peer
connection: for instance, according to Elon
Musk, ‘Anyone at Tesla can and should email/
talk to anyone else according to what they
think is the fastest way to solve a problem
for the benefit of the whole company’.34
Together with advances in information and
communication technology, this is one reason
behind the trend towards flatter corporate
hierarchies over the last 20 years.35
Interest in more decentralised organisational
forms has also been motivated by the desire
to create fairer work conditions. Historically,
worker cooperatives – businesses that are
owned and self-managed by their workers
– were first started in reaction to the poor
and insecure work conditions of the Industrial
Revolution. More recently, there has been
growing interest in using the cooperative
model to create alternatives to the precarious
‘gig economy’. For example, TaxiApp
provides an alternative to Uber which is

owned and run by its drivers. (However, as
we have described elsewhere, 36 although
these platform cooperatives may provide
an exciting and potentially fairer model,
their non-profit nature often means that
they struggle to raise finance, which means
it is difficult for them to invest the resources
required to reach the critical mass of
customers and vendors needed to compete
with incumbents.)
A more recent development, decentralised
autonomous organisations (DAOs) may
be able to overcome this challenge while
still creating a more equitable structure for
workers. As discussed below DAOs take the
idea of a decentralised organisation even
further, utilising blockchain technology to
essentially create leaderless organisations.

What is the blockchain?
A blockchain is a type of database or
ledger in which the information, rather
than being stored on one particular
computer or server, is duplicated
thousands of times across a network
of computers. As with other peer-topeer file-sharing, this means that there
is no single centralised ‘original’ – it is
a decentralised system, or ‘distributed
ledger’. Whenever a new record is added
to the database or ledger, every computer
on the network updates its blockchain to
reflect the change. This much is common
to many other peer-to-peer file-sharing
systems. However, the other crucial
feature of blockchains is that information
is only ever added, never deleted, with
new data being added in ‘blocks’ that
are cryptographically ‘chained’ to old
ones. This means that once data is
recorded in a block, it can never be
changed. Blockchains are thus said to be
‘immutable’. The fact that the information
stored on a blockchain is public and
verifiable means that it can be trusted
(or as some people say, it is ‘trustless’,
meaning no trust is required). In addition,
since the information exists simultaneously
in multiple places, it is secure and reliable.
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We’ve managed to get this far without talking
about blockchain. However, it is really this new
technology that has been responsible for the
recent explosion in interest in the decentralised
web and decentralised organisations.
The first ever application of blockchain
was Bitcoin, which used the technology for
monetary transactions. However, blockchain
is useful for much more than currency. In 2015,
the range of applications was significantly
expanded by the creation of Ethereum.
Rather than just holding information on
financial transactions, in the Ethereum
system, the blocks can contain computer
code that executes on every computer in the
network. This means that Ethereum can be
thought of not just as a decentralised ledger,
but a decentralised operating system – a
globally distributed ‘virtual machine’.

12

Smart contracts are simply computer
programs. However, they can be linked to
digital assets via cryptographic keys, thus
allowing digital assets to be controlled
by arbitrary rules.37 Moreover, because of
the immutable nature of the Ethereum
blockchain (and similar systems), their
execution can be guaranteed. 38
As an example, a smart contract might
be established to run a virtual casino.
Because the contracts are transparent –
that is, anyone can inspect the code and
verify that the transactions took place –
such a casino would be provably fair.39

Importantly, this has allowed the creation
of ‘smart contracts’ – irrevocable computer
programs that automatically execute when
specific conditions are met. It is this ability
to deploy smart contracts that is at the
heart of the majority of suggested use cases
for blockchain technology, including the
development of DAOs.

Figure 2: How smart contracts work
If the events specified by
the contract occurs then
the code automatically
executes.

Parties agree terms, rules
and conditions
of the contract.

1011
0011
0100

1011
0011
0100

1011
0011
0100

1011
0011
0100

The contract is translated
into code and uploaded
onto a blockchain.

The execution of the
contract is recorded on the
blockchain transparent to
all blockchain users.

Once executed, the
terms of the contract are
enforced e.g. value may be
transferred from one party
to another or access to a
service may be granted.
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Decentralised autonomous
organisations
The development of DAOs is based on the
idea that an organisation can essentially be
described as being made up of people (i.e. its
staff) and a set of rules which determine how
it will operate (e.g. the appointment, removal
and powers of directors, rules for meetings
and shareholder rights). DAOs translate
these organisational rules into automatically
enforced smart contracts which run on a
blockchain.
Decentralised autonomous
organisations (DAOs) are organisations
whose operations are governed by
smart contracts. The DAO’s rules
and transactions are maintained
on a blockchain, making them fully
transparent.

DAOs can, in essence, be thought of as
a collective of people in pursuit of some
common goal – which could be just
about anything – who are trying to do
for organisations what Bitcoin can do for
money:40 provide resilient, decentralised
systems of governance which do not require
centralised authority to achieve consensus;
are ‘trustless’ (minimising the trust required of
any single actor in the system and resilient to
a minority of bad actors); and can function
largely autonomously. One good analogy of
how a DAO works is as follows:
Imagine a vending machine that not only
takes money from you and gives you a
snack in return but also uses that money
to automatically re-order the goods. This
machine also orders cleaning services and
pays its rent all by itself. Moreover, as you put
money into that machine, you and its other
users have a say in what snacks it will order
and how often should it be cleaned. It has no
managers, all of those processes were prewritten into code.41

Figure 3: Evolution of decentralised autonomous organisations
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Peer-to-peer file-sharing services
(e.g. Napster, LimeWire and BitTorrent).

Digital currencies using a distributed
ledger (i.e. blockchain) to prevent
double spending (e.g. Bitcoin).

Development of stack of technologies
(e.g. distributed virtual machines, smart
contracts, utility tokens) combine to
give rise to decentralised autonomous
organisations.
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Though this vending machine DAO does
not really exist (yet), it illustrates how many
organisational processes – such as reordering
stock, requesting cleaning services, paying
rent – are relatively routine and could
potentially be automated.
But what about organisational processes
which cannot be codified? In the above
example, how would the DAO decide which
cleaning service provider to use or determine
whether the cleaner was doing a good job?
Aren’t most organisations considerably
more complex than vending machines,
making countless strategic decisions that are
fundamentally impossible to codify?
Clearly, there are many functions that can
only be performed by people, not by the
code itself. Where human decisions are
needed, such decisions may be broadly
divided into ‘on-chain’ and ‘off-chain’
governance.
With ‘on-chain’ governance, decisions are
made through the DAO; in the example
above, every user of the vending machine
might receive a token which allows them
a vote on the choice of what the machine
dispenses and how often it should be
cleaned (perhaps informed by how this might
change prices). This ‘on-chain’ governance
could potentially be broadened so that
users could also nominate cleaners, vote on
those nominations, be paid to verify that
the machine has been cleaned, and so on.
It could also be used to hire other (human)
contractors, such as repair engineers,
manage (human) verification of contractors’
work and ensure swift payment.
However, to stick with the example above, if
the original code did not include the facility to
propose new cleaners or new features, how
would that be introduced? This is a matter
of ‘off-chain’ governance, where humans are
operating outside the DAO. This ‘off-chain’
governance may or may not be decentralised:
for instance, the community which is
developing the cryptocurrency Decred uses
a blockchain-based public proposal system
called Politeia for its off-chain governance, as
do numerous other systems.

To date, many DAOs have focused on
providing a mechanism for raising and
distributing funding for open-source software
projects. However, they could be used to
manage a broad range of projects that
involve people working together towards a
common goal, be that scientists working on
a climate initiative, artists on a film project or
journalists on a collaborative media network.42
With a growing number of organisations –
such as DAOstack, Colony and Aragon – now
developing tools for building DAOs, we expect
to see a proliferation of this model in the next
few years.

Tokens and tokenomics
Organisations require incentives. Whereas
traditional organisations use mainstream fiat
currencies for many activities, many DAOs
and other distributed organisations use their
own digital tokens.
A token is just another word for a type
of privately issued currency. Outside of
the blockchain world, examples of tokens
include air miles or store credit. However,
in combination with smart contracts,
digital tokens can be utilised for a wide
range of purposes – including fundraising,
enabling micropayments, encouraging
early adopters and voting.
Fundraising is possible when tokens are
created and sold for other cryptocurrency or
fiat currency. This often takes place through
a ‘crowdsale’ process akin to crowdfunding.
This process was originally known as an initial
coin offering (ICO); however, this term has
fallen into disfavour in reaction to the large
number of ICO scams43 and legal issues
related to issuing securities.44 Where the
token represents equity, many people now
prefer the term security token offering (STO),
removing any ambiguity that they must be
issued in accordance with investor protection
regulations.
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Unlike traditional crowdfunding, however, the
new tokens are typically available globally
and tradeable via online secondary markets
shortly after being issued; this greatly
increases liquidity, encouraging investment.
Whereas, as noted earlier, platform
cooperatives sometimes struggle to raise
investment, tokenised securities have been
used to raise hundreds of millions of pounds.45

Tokens may also discourage bad actors and
unwanted behaviour by requiring a fee to be
paid in tokens (‘gas’) to conduct a transaction
or execute a contract; this is used to mitigate
spam and help allocate resources across the
network. In addition, tokens can be used to
bestow a right (e.g. the right to vote on how a
DAO is run or the right to access a service like
file storage space).

Tokens can also serve as a micropayment
system. For instance, Filecoin is a
decentralised cloud data storage system in
which people can earn tokens by contributing
their storage capacity to the network, or use
tokens to pay for storage of their own files.
Tokens can be swapped for fiat currency at
various exchanges.

These functions can be combined in clever
ways to enable an almost infinite number of
innovative business and governance models.
The study of how tokens can be used in this
way is sometimes called ‘tokenomics’. This
overlaps with the term ‘cryptoeconomics’
– the study of ‘protocols that govern the
production, distribution and consumption of
goods and services in a decentralised digital
economy’.47

However, thinking of digital tokens simply
as a novel funding mechanism misses their
transformative potential. For one thing,
tokens can help solve the problem of how to
encourage early adopters. Many platforms
depend on network effects: the utility of sites
like eBay and Twitter clearly increases with
the number of users. However, the converse
is also true: like an empty nightclub, the first
person using a new auction site or social
media platform will find it of little utility until
others have joined. How, then, can early users
be enticed?
Tokens can help resolve this chicken-and-egg
problem. If tokens are required in order to
use the system – for instance, if the Filecoin
network only allows users to pay for storage
with the Filecoin token – then demand for
tokens will rise as the system gains users,
and hence if the number of tokens is fixed,
then the price of the tokens should also
rise.46 Thus, knowing that tokens are likely to
become more valuable, there is an incentive
for potential users to buy or start earning
them earlier on. This also ensures that users
have ‘skin in the game’ and will therefore act
in the best interest of the organisation.

Nevertheless, despite the huge potential,
questions remain around what the most
valuable use cases are for DAOs and how the
token systems they run on can be optimally
designed to create and distribute the most
value. The essays in this collection explore
these issues, alongside broader questions
related to the social and economic impacts
of decentralisation, and whether blockchain
really is the best technology for the job,
from the viewpoint of both supporters and
sceptics.
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Blockchain:
The Last, Best Hope
for Open Data
By Kevin Werbach
The next 10 years will witness the
systematic manipulation of human life
at a scale unrivaled in history. For all the
recent controversies over privacy and
surveillance, the real threat is ahead of us.
Unless new approaches to online identity
and data management take hold, both
governments and private actors will move
inexorably from knowing you to shaping
you. Blockchain-enabled decentralisation
will develop as the only viable response to
the iron logic of data centralisation.
Blockchain believers often talk as though
today’s early-adopter use cases, such as
cryptocurrency trading and decentralised
finance, will lead straight to mass-market
adoption.48 As the inevitable ‘killer apps’
appear, so the story goes, blockchain-based
systems will conquer the mainstream.49 One
might imagine that we’ll all soon be trading
digital collectibles and relying on tokencurated registries for accurate information.
Governments will lose control over money,50
and blockchain-based smart contracts will
replace court-enforced legal agreements.51
Uber, Facebook and the banks will wither
away in the face of tokenised alternatives.52
This narrative is wishful thinking. In most
markets, intermediaries will endure for
the same reasons they always have: they
provide value. The Ubers and Facebooks –
and yes, even the banks – tame complexity
and produce coherent, convenient, derisked experiences that no decentralised
community can ever match.53 Early adopters
use blockchain-based systems for ideological
reasons or to get rich on cryptocurrency
speculation. The billions behind them in the
mainstream will not. The lock-in power of

network effects creates high barriers for
alternative economic systems. And the need
for trust disqualifies decentralised solutions
that are havens for criminals, incapable
of effective compliance or vulnerable to
catastrophic attacks – which, regrettably,
means virtually all of them today.54
Truly decentralised blockchain systems
will reach critical mass not out of hope
but out of necessity. Powerful actors and
mainstream users will adopt blockchain as a
counterbalance to digital behaviour-shaping
by governments and private platforms.
Dramatic innovations such as decentralised
autonomous organisations (DAOs), which
manage activity automatically through smart
contracts, will become significant at the end
point of this process, once the foundations
are in place.
Big data and artificial intelligence, pitched
as freeing us from human frailties, are
becoming powerful tools for social control.
This is occurring along two parallel tracks:
surveillance authoritarianism and surveillance
capitalism. Through massive data collection
and aggregation, China’s social credit system
envisions an airtight regime of perfect
compliance with legal and social obligations.
Many other governments, including
liberal democracies, are adopting similar
techniques.55 The potential for catching
terrorists, child predators and tax evaders is
simply too appealing – whether it’s the real
objective or a cover story. Meanwhile, private
digital platforms are using troves of data
to shape online experiences consistent with
their business models. What you see online is,
increasingly, what maximises their profits.
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Companies such as Google, Amazon, Tencent
and Alibaba can build the best algorithms
because they have the most data. And they
aren’t interested in sharing.
Regulatory interventions will fail to derail the
self-reinforcing momentum for ever more
centralised data repositories. They may even
accelerate it by creating layers of compliance
obligations that only the largest firms can
meet. Europe’s General Data Protection
Regulation, for example, actually increased
the market share of Google and Facebook in
online advertising, and so it is not surprising
to see such incumbents actively welcoming
the prospect of more regulation.
The only lasting solution is to change the
economics of data, not to impose private
property rights; that would accelerate the
market forces promoting data centralisation.
Giving you ‘ownership’ over your data means
giving you legal cover to sell it, by clicking
‘OK’ to a one-sided contract you’ll never
read. The problem is not ownership, but
control. In today’s algorithm-driven world,
sharing and aggregating data increases its
value, producing better models and better
predictions. The trouble is that once we share,
we lose control to centralised data hogs.
What we need is a technology that allows
for sharing without giving up control.
Fortunately, it exists. It is called blockchain.
Blockchain technology is, fundamentally, a
revolution in trust. In the past, trust required
ceding control to counterparties, government
authorities or intermediaries who occupied
the essential validating roles in transaction
networks. Blockchain allows participants to
trust the results they see without necessarily
trusting any actor to verify them. That’s
why major global firms in health care,
finance, transportation, international trade
and other fields are actively developing
cross-organisational platforms based on
blockchain and related technologies. No
database can provide a trusted view of
information across an entire transactional
network without empowering a central
intermediary. Blockchain can.

Adopting any new platform at scale, along
with the necessary software integration and
process changes, takes time – especially
when the technology is so immature. But
today’s incremental deployments will serve
as proofs-of-concept for the more radical
innovations to come. Chinese blockchain
networks are already managing tens
of billions of dollars of trade–finance
transactions.56 Pharmaceutical companies
are tracking drugs from manufacturing to
pharmacies using the MediLedger platform.57
Boeing is selling a billion dollars of airline
parts on Honeywell’s blockchain-based
marketplace.58 Car insurance companies
are processing accident claims in a unified
environment for the first time.59 These
and other enterprise consortia are doing
the essential technical and operational
groundwork to handle valuable transactions
at scale.
The need for transformative approaches to
data will become acute in the next five years.
Every week, it seems, another outrage comes
to light. For instance, users who posted
photos under Creative Commons licenses
or default-public settings were shocked
they were sucked into databases used to
train facial-recognition systems. Some were
even used in China’s horrific campaign
against Uighur Muslims.60 Clearview AI,
an unknown startup, scraped three billion
social media images for a face identification
tool it provided, with no oversight, to law
enforcement, corporations and wealthy
individuals.61 The examples will only get
worse as firms and nations learn new ways
to exploit data. The core problem is there is
no way to share information while retaining
control over how it gets used.
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Blockchain offers a solution. It will be widely
adopted because, behind the scenes,
the current data economy is reaching its
breaking point. Outrage over abuses is
building throughout the world. The immensely
valuable online advertising economy
attracts so much fraud that the accuracy
of its numbers is coming into question.
Communities are looking for new ways to
collaborate. Governments are realising the
current system is an impediment to effective
service delivery.

The blockchain alternative will begin
innocuously. Government authorities at the
subnational level are deploying self-sovereign
identity to pull together information securely
across disparate data stores.63 This technology
allows anyone to share private information in
a fine-grained way while still retaining control.
You shouldn’t have to reveal your address
to confirm your age, or your full tax return
to verify your stated income. The necessary
cryptography doesn’t require a blockchain,
but the desired trust relationships do.

The technologist Bill Joy famously stated
that no matter how many geniuses a
company employs, most smart people work
somewhere else.62 The same is true of data.
Even giants such as Google, Facebook and
Chinese government agencies need to obtain
information from elsewhere in their quest for
perfect real-time models of every individual.
These arrangements work mostly through
contracts and interfaces that ease the flow
of data between organisations. As Facebook
discovered when Cambridge Analytica
extracted massive quantities of user data
for voter targeting, these connection points
are also vulnerabilities. As tighter limits are
placed on data-sharing, even the big players
will look for ways to rebuild trust.

Once people have identities that belong to
them, not to banks or social media services,
they will use them as the basis for other
interactions. Imagine a world where you
never need to give a third party unnecessary
data in order to log into a website, apply for
a job, refinance a mortgage or link your bank
account to a mobile payment app. Where
you can keep your personal and professional
profiles completely separate if you choose.
Where you can be confident in the reputation
of a car mechanic or an Airbnb or a product
made in China without intermediaries
warping ratings for their own gain. The
convenience of user experiences we enjoy
within the walled gardens of digital platforms
will become the norm across the vastness of
independent services.
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We will gradually come to view access to
our personal information as an episodic,
focused interaction, rather than fatalistically
accepting an open season based on
preliminary formal consent. Major hardware
companies such as Apple, which don’t
depend on targeted advertising, will build
decentralised identity capabilities into
their devices. They will add cryptocurrency
wallets linked behind the scenes to existing
payment and messaging applications.
Stablecoins – cryptocurrencies pegged to
the dollar, pound or other assets – will help
tame volatility and facilitate movement
between tokens and traditional currencies.
Privately created stablecoins will coexist with
central bank digital currencies, which are
under development in most major countries
throughout the world.
Once this baseline infrastructure is widely
available, the real changes will start to occur.
DAOs will begin to attract assets as efficient
ways for communities to achieve their goals.
These entities won’t replace state-backed
legal systems; they will operate within them.
As numerous controversies, crashes and
hacks have already demonstrated, software
code is too rigid for the range of situations in
the real world, absent backstops for human
dispute resolution. Fortunately, there are
solutions under development to connect
legal and digital entities, such as OpenLaw’s
Limited Liability Autonomous Organisations
and Mattereum’s Asset Passports.64
Today, the legal machinery of contracts
strengthens the power of centralised
platforms. User agreements and privacy
policies enforce their control over data
and limit individuals’ power to challenge
it. Blockchain-based systems will flip
that relationship, with the legal system
deployed to protect technology-backed

user empowerment. Large aggregations
of information will be structured formally
as ‘data trusts’ which exercise independent
stewardship over assets.65 They will operate
as DAOs, with smart contracts defining the
terms of data usage. Users will benefit from
sharing while retaining the ability to opt out.
Many significant applications require
aggregation of data to drive algorithms,
including traffic monitoring (and eventually
autonomous vehicles); insurance and lending
products serving previously excluded or
overcharged customer groups; diagnosis
and drug dosing in health care; and demand
forecasting for economic modelling.
Collective action problems can prevent
constructive developments even when rights
in data are well defined. DAOs will gradually
find market opportunities, from patronage
of independent artists to mortgage
securitisation.
The big data aggregators won’t go away.
They will participate in the decentralised
data economy because it provides benefits
for them as well, cutting down on fraud and
reinforcing user trust, which is in increasingly
scarce supply. Over time, those who provide
benefits of personalisation and targeting
will more and more be expected to pay for
it. A wide range of brokering and filtering
providers will offer users a choice of analytics,
some embedded in applications or devices
and some providing services virtually in the
cloud. Governments will focus on making
data available and defining policy objectives
for services that take advantage of the flow
of information. Data will be treated not as
property but as a renewable resource, with
the competition for economic value in the
applications built on top of it.
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The most powerful benefit of open data built
on blockchain-based decentralised control is
that it will allow for new applications we can’t
yet envision. If startups can take advantage
of the power of data aggregation that today
is limited to large incumbents, they are bound
to build innovations those incumbents miss.
The surveillance economy took hold because
few appreciated what was happening with
their data until it was too late. And the cold
reality is that few will accept significantly
worse functionality or user experience in
return for better privacy. That is why the
blockchain-powered revolution will make its
way up from infrastructural foundations of
digital identity and hardware, rather than
down from novel user-facing applications.
This vision is far from certain to be realised.
Business decisions and government policies
could make blockchain-based data
decentralisation more or less likely. The
greatest reason for optimism is that the
problem blockchain addresses – gaining
trust without giving up control – is becoming
ever more critical. The world runs on trust.
Blockchain offers hope for recasting trust in
the networked digital era.
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DAO: Mismatch of
Technology and Objectives
By Grace (Rebecca) Rachmany
The enthusiasm for decentralised
autonomous organisations (DAOs) continues
to gain momentum as the crypto industry
recognises that monetary systems need
governance; yet the gap between promise
and implementation is demonstrated by the
incidence of rage quitting, forking (where a
blockchain splits in two because the existing
protocol is changed) and abandonment of
DAOs. Despite millions of dollars having
been invested in development, DAOs suffer
from a failure to find product – market fit.
How did this happen?
It starts with the emphasis on revenue and
profit-making.
DAO technology is not a better way to run
businesses. Businesses are running just fine.
It’s not a better way to raise or allocate
money. People know how to raise and
allocate money. DAO technology should be
applied to areas we haven’t solved yet, areas
where everyone’s interest is at stake and
therefore everyone should have a say.
People are seeking new forms of organisation
in areas where hierarchical organisations
are failing: public health, climate change,
preservation of cultures, inequality, etc. DAOs
offer the potential to organise collective
intelligence to address complex questions
and manage shared resources. In a recent
talk at ETHDenver,66 DAOstack Founder
Matan Field announced the move towards
governance of common resources rather than
businesses, and The Commons Stack has
the word ‘commons’ in its name, signalling a
clear aim of creating tools to maintain the
commons. Yet the actual tech still falls short.

In 2019 and early 2020, the blockchain
industry observed dozens of attempts at
creating DAOs, most of them ending in failures
or partial solutions, as reviewed in recent DAO
case study research67 by the author, funded
through the Genesis DAO.68 The source of
these failures was twofold: application of DAO
technology to organisations that don’t need
a DAO; and limiting the capabilities to budget
allocation and voting. Because of their myopic
focus on ‘on-chain’ governance of blockchains,
the DAO technologists have failed to create
compelling technology for the problems that
society is facing.

Moving beyond money and voting
To date, technologies such as Aragon,
Colony, DAOstack, GovBlocks, Moloch and
other DAO tech projects have had one
primary function: allocation of funds, more
specifically, cryptocurrency (usually Ethereum
or Dai). In some way, this is the only function
you can implement on a group that has not
preformed. If you start with a neighbourhood,
a political party, gamers playing a specific
game or other group with a common
interest, you can implement and enforce
decisions. If all you have is a random group
of participants, you can’t impose much of
anything on the group behaviour other than
allocation of budget. If you want automated
allocation through a smart contract, the
budget needs to be in Ethereum.
In other words, the technologists have built
systems that are close to useless for anyone
outside of their small circle. As a result, there
are dozens of ‘zombie’ DAOs,69 organisations
that were created but are no longer active.
These failures contribute to the outside
perception that DAOs are just a fad or scam.
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What is needed for
collective governance?
The appeal of the DAO movement is fuelled
by the sense that almost all of the democratic
processes are broken in today’s society – in
that, despite ever greater interconnection,
our national and international governance
structures are failing to solve problems of the
commons. Mismanagement of public health,
food supply, water and air quality has dire
impacts worldwide. Whether we like it or not,
the actions of one person in Wuhan can have
global ramifications.
Organisations such as the United Nations,
World Health Organization and World Bank
are neither democratic nor designed to
collect intelligence and respond efficiently
and effectively to complex issues. The
problems with these control-and-command
structures have become painfully evident in
the current health crisis. On every level, citizens’
interests are pushed aside for the interests
of big business, political heavyweights and
even foreign interests who have captured
the media. The idea of a DAO appeals to
people because the current systems are
simply inadequate to meet complex global
challenges.
Unfortunately, DAO technologists have tried
to map simple systems onto complex issues,
rather than referring to historically successful
models for governing commons. The current
public health crisis is an example of the failure
of centralised systems to govern a common
good.

While we don’t have large-scale models for
commons governance, we do have examples
of how commons are managed on a small to
medium scale.
Examples include neighbourhood and
community councils, cooperatives and
traditions of Indigenous peoples for preserving
the environment as well as justice and social
cohesion. A neighbourhood committee may
require people to keep their lawns mowed and
their sidewalks shovelled, and if you do not,
someone will knock on your door and let you
know. In Indigenous communities, rituals and
traditions are enforced through storytelling
and social norms.
In other words, social norms and social
enforcement are the proven methodologies
for commons governance. Incentives are
proven to polarise and exploit public goods.
Whether the incentive comes in the form of
financial compensation, attention to a social
media post or improved page ranking, all
types of incentive are distorting behaviours
in undesirable ways. In a commons, decisions
tend to be reached by deliberation, mutual
respect, consideration of environmental
carrying capacity and consensus.
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Collective governance:
Opportunities
It is possible to use technology to govern
common resources for large communities. To
facilitate better commons-based intelligence
and decision-making, DAO technology needs
to address the following aspects of collective
governance:

01
Inclusive
discussion
and respectful
discourse

02
Recognition
of facts and
perspectives

03
Problem
definition and
prioritisation

04
Proposalmaking and
selection

05
Accountability

Identity and reputation are key elements as
well, but these are beyond the scope of this
paper.

01. Inclusive discussion and respectful
discourse
To make good decisions on complex issues
(e.g. public health), participants need to feel
safe to express divisive perspectives and have
the listening skills and willingness to consider
opposing opinions. During the COVID-19
crisis, the WHO implemented wholesale
censorship across both traditional media
and social media. Even within the scientific
community, open discussion is censored.70,71,72
This top-down control is reducing the
variety of discussion and proposals that
could potentially be considered. In a healthy
ecosystem, multiple perspectives could be
considered and tested. The structure of a
DAO has potential for better sense-making
and richer discussion.
While many social media platforms have
caused increased antisocial behaviour, welldesigned systems can cause better sensemaking. One of the earliest and most longstanding threaded chat platforms, Slashdot.
org, included mechanisms for people to
indicate the quality of others’ responses
to discussions and to acquire reputation
over time. Loomio offers a discussion
platform with mechanisms that encourage
collaboration and safety. More work needs
to be done to develop platforms and
mechanisms for inclusion that are not driven
by market incentives, but rather designed
to provide psychologically safe places for
thoughtful discussion and deep consideration
of alternative viewpoints and ideas. Recently,
the emergence of channels such as Rebel
Wisdom and The Stoa have shown the
public’s desire for in-depth discussion, but
these are generally moderated discussions
between experts and not designed for the
general public to engage in such discourse.
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02. Recognition of facts and perspectives
The focus on ‘signalling’ and ‘preferences’
ignores facts and expertise. Intelligent
decisions include both facts and perspectives.
Factual information must be presented
as factual, along with information about
the clarity or reliability of the information.
Scientific studies and known use cases
are different from people’s opinions and
perspectives. Perspectives are equally
important, however. It may be factual that
an infectious disease is fatal, and it may be
factual that social distancing is causing a
rise in suicide and addiction and having a
long-term impact on mental health.73,74 Facts
and statistics can be presented to decisionmakers about all of these impacts, but facts
are not sufficient: people’s values determine
what result is ‘best’ for them. Different
cultures and segments of the population
have different values about the importance
of these impacts. Decision-makers require
both reliable facts and multiple perspectives.

Contemporary research of Dr Anna De Liddo
of the Knowledge Management Institute75
has led to a number of demonstrations of
collaboration platforms that help people
form better opinions and improve critical
thinking. By developing a platform where
people must discuss evidence for their
claims, her team is looking at how to create
a safe environment that allows recognition
of expertise and encourages people to
understand the content of a claim as well as
its source. The Consider.it platform developed
by Dr Travis Kriplean offers a discussion
platform designed to help people reach
a deeper understanding of each others’
viewpoints and provide visualisation to
describe the reasoning behind those opinions.
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03. Problem definition and prioritisation
The problems we face as humanity affect
different populations in different ways.
Depending on your perspective, damming
a river could have positive or negative
effects. Almost every interesting problem
has paradoxes. Problem definition needs to
take into account multiple perspectives, and
problem definition must be a prerequisite to
proposal-making.
None of the DAO platforms to date have
capabilities for problem definition. Yet without
problem definition, how can a community
determine if a proposal has merit?
Communities need a way to define and
prioritise the issues to address. Some
platforms, such as Canonizer, identify issues
based on the volume of discussion and
provide intelligence about how divisive the
issues are to a community. However, just
because an issue is interesting and divisive
doesn’t make it a priority. People may feel
very strongly about the gender denomination
of bathrooms, but most would agree that it
is not as important as the curriculum of the
school in which the bathroom is located.
04. Proposal-making and selection
If a ballot has only bad or mediocre options,
democracy is meaningless. Organisations
use multiple methodologies to brainstorm,
compose and revise propositions. DAOs
today allow anyone to propose anything, but
they don’t recognise or reward collaboration
or creativity. While platforms such as
Aragon and DAOstack encourage a period
of informal discussion and deliberation on
proposals, it’s not required.
Aragon enables periodic voting schedules, so
discussion is conducted over a period of time,
and then voting is on a tranche of proposals
together. The DAOstack paradigm allows
ongoing proposal-making, so people are
voting on proposals as they appear, without
comparison to past (or future) proposals.
This type of yes/no, ‘first come, first served’
proposal-making favours

speed and competition over collaboration,
deep thought or consideration of minority
perspectives. Making decisions this way is like
walking down a street and deciding whether
to eat at a restaurant without knowing what
restaurants are around the corner. You must
make a yes/no decision for one option at
a time, and if a majority always wins, the
person who is vegan may go hungry.
The Holographic Consensus mechanism on
DAOstack prioritises popular proposals, but
more testing is needed to see if it’s effective.
The most popular proposal isn’t always the
wisest one.
Distributed technologies have the promise to
create a wide variety of solutions for inclusion,
but so far, none of the systems in place have
demonstrated sufficient capacity for inclusion
of minority interests or interests of people with
less (or no) capital to invest in the DAO.
Quadratic voting, such as that implemented
by Democracy Earth, allows people to
express strong preferences for specific
issues in situations where there is equality of
representation to begin with.76 However, when
it comes to cryptocurrency and funding of
DAOs, representation is always relative to the
amount of money that someone donates,
even in quadratic funding, and the funding is
independent of the people who are affected
by the voting and funding.
For example, Black Girls Code recently raised
funding on the Gitcoin grants platform
through quadratic funding. The voters are
the funders, not the black girls who will
be affected by the grant.77 While there is
nothing intrinsically wrong with that, it isn’t
a form of democracy where those affected
by a decision are those who make the
decision. Similarly in the Colorado example of
quadratic voting, by the way. The democratic
representatives of the people participated
in the quadratic voting; the people they
represent did not.
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05. Accountability
One of the great failures of democracy is the
disconnect between law-making and results
being accomplished. Laws are implemented
and continued for decades without review of
whether their execution and implementation
has accomplished the desired outcome; and
when they do come under review, there often
is no mechanism for repealing the law, but
only to improve or adjust the execution of
the law. DAO technology needs to include
feedback mechanisms that will allow rapid
adjustment when the measures are not met.
DAO technology has excelled in automated
execution of decisions. For code changes, this
is a complete process. Aragon and GovBlocks
include mechanisms that allow code to be
integrated automatically into the blockchain.
However, this approach falls short when it
comes to distribution of funds. Groups and
individuals receive funds upon approval of
their proposals, but none of the DAO systems
to date include an accountability process.
If the funds are misused or absconded with,
there is no mechanism for holding the group
accountable for the work. Recent work by the
SEEDS project on Hypha DAO technology
is developing a mechanism for escrow and
then a release mechanism, which will increase
accountability.
Accountability for more complex problems
is even more difficult to track. For example,
to improve the water quality of a river, it’s
not enough to just execute a proposal; the
water quality needs to be measured. It’s
quite possible that the idea doesn’t prove
itself in reality or that additional measures
are required. Feedback loops should be
developed to identify when decisions are
incorrect, and adjustments made.

Conclusions
The promise of DAOs has been to create
more advanced decision-making systems.
Yet, to date, the DAO technology has
provided little more than voting and funds
allocation mechanisms. To govern at a
global level has become an imperative in
the pandemic, which affects all human
beings on earth. Managing this crisis and
those to come requires the development
of technologies that cover all aspects of
discussion, collaboration, proposal-making
and accountability.
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How DAOs Can Revive
Local Communities
By Rhian Lewis
What do blockchains have to do with
boarded-up shops on Britain’s high streets?
When we talk about decentralisation, it is
usually in the context of cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin or enterprise software
designed to improve shipping supply
chains or audits. These are seemingly
abstract topics related to economics
or business processes, remote from the
practical concerns most people have
about their everyday lives.
Yet decentralisation can also be political.
The UK is one of the most centralised of
Western economies in terms of the proportion
of public expenditure controlled by central
government.78 However, there is much to
be said for allowing local communities to
build ways of living that are specific to their
circumstances, rather than suffering the
one-size-fits-all consequences of decisions
made by remote government departments
– or indeed by large corporations who open
faceless chain stores and then close them
down once they are unprofitable.
We need an imaginative new approach
to our high streets. Rather than trying and
failing to stem the tide of online shopping, we
should be bold and be prepared to repurpose
bricks-and-mortar assets as mixed-use
spaces for living, working and community
socialising – and this is where initiatives such
as community-owned pubs, shops and cafés
can provide an answer. This essay sets out
how decentralised autonomous organisations
(DAOs) can replace the existing business
models used by community pubs, shops and
cafés, and offer advantages that induce more
people to start their own social enterprises.

Communities coming together to run
enterprises for themselves is not a new idea.
The Co-op supermarket in Britain started in
1844 as a cooperative society to allow local
people in Rochdale to group together to buy
food in bulk which could be shared by the rest
of the community. While community shops
are growing in number, community pubs are
proliferating even faster. By September 2019,
there were 120 community pubs in Britain,
many of them registered through the Asset of
Community Value scheme. These pubs play
an important role in the communities they
serve: they ‘foster social relationships among
residents, strengthening the level of cohesion
in villages and positively contributing to
communal well-being’.79
Shops and pubs are not the only examples
of community enterprises: Totnes Cinema
in Devon80 is a social enterprise providing a
cultural focal point in a town that would be
too small to support a cinema owned by
one of the big chains. Such initiatives are
not, of course, limited to Britain. In 2019,
Jean-Pierre Desmoulins, the 73-year-old
mayor of Saintines, a village in northern
France, addressed the closure of the local
bakery by turning a corner of the town
hall into a bread shop and post office:
‘[Desmoulins] has turned bread into a public
service, and the little town hall into a social
hub. ‘It creates a meeting place, a point of
social contact’, he says.81
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Sadly, the good news does not tell the whole
story. To put the numbers in context, the 120
existing community pubs are a mere drop
in the ocean compared to those that have
closed: between 2008 and 2018, the UK lost
more than a quarter of its 50,000 pubs.82
Given the success of the community-owned
pubs, shops, cafés and cinemas that have
been started, and their popularity with local
people, why are they not on every high street?
One obstacle to community ownership
and governance is the sheer amount of red
tape and organisation that is needed to
get something like this off the ground, even
though the UK government has worked with
the Financial Conduct Authority to simplify
the process and the costs.
There are many legal vehicles available to
people wanting to combine their efforts in a
social venture,83 but the most popular is the
Community Benefit Societies model, which
was made possible by the 2014 Co-operative
and Community Benefit Societies Act.
Nearly half of Britain’s community pubs are
registered as CBEs, and each has an average
of 220 members. CBEs formalise the process
of crowdfunding for non-profits and enshrine
in law principles such as asset-locking, which
means that any capital that is transferred out
of the company must either be replaced by
new capital or passed to another community
organisation to which asset-locking applies.
This model works relatively well when the
participants are happy to use a one-sizefits-all structure, but there is little room for
variation. Additionally, the bookkeeping
requirements can be onerous, with the
management committee required to keep
the details (both physical and electronic
addresses) of participants updated and also
to keep duplicate copies of the enterprise’s
records so that they can be submitted to the
relevant government bodies. The services of
solicitors and accountants are often required.

The management committee personally
shoulder the burden of deciding whether the
business is sufficiently solvent for departing
members to be able to withdraw equity, and
for deciding how profits should be spent,
either on reinvestment or by supporting other
local charitable initiatives. Many decisions are
taken at an annual general meeting, which is
usually held in person.
It is no surprise that many social enterprises
of this nature are to be found in relatively
affluent areas, where residents may already
have experience of running businesses or
dealing with lawyers and accountants. The
2018 Plunkett report into community pubs
shows that the majority were concentrated
in the South East and South West, two of the
UK’s most prosperous regions.84 The existing
legal structures also lack flexibility: modern
populations tend to be transient, and if you
move into an area where other residents own
shares in a community pub and would like to
participate, it may then be difficult for you to
become a stakeholder retrospectively. Most
schemes also lack a route for lower-income
people to build up their own stake in the
organisation by contributing time, rather
than money.
How might decentralised technologies
support the growth of these initiatives and
provide a people-focused move away
from centralised decision-making towards
a future where individuals can decide the
future of their own communities and build
the lives they want, centred around vibrant
high streets where everyone feels a sense of
ownership and pride?
This is where DAOs come in. By using
blockchain technology, DAOs can automate
the decision-making processes that are pain
points for many organisations, as well as
simplifying record-keeping and removing
the need for a small group of people within
the organisation to take on responsibility for
these time-consuming tasks. So, what are
DAOs, and how do they work?
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By now, most people have heard of Bitcoin,
and many people will also have heard
of blockchain technology, which is the
innovation that underpins Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies. Blockchains are a way of
storing information in many places at once,
in a form that can be verified by anyone
who wants. If a payment is made through
the banking system, ordinary people cannot
go online and look at the Barclays or HSBC
database and see that their payment has
been transferred. But with Bitcoin, anyone
in the world can see the transactions,
in real time.
A smart contract goes one step further than
simply allowing for transparent payments,
and allows code to be executed that
represents agreements between people
or organisations. Working on the principle
that ‘I see what you see’, this means that
these agreements and records can be kept
in a format that is always accessible by
everyone who needs to see them. A DAO
is simply a smart contract that sets certain
conditions which are agreed by everyone at
the organisation’s inception, and which allows
members to vote periodically to decide the
direction of the enterprise.

In 2016, the first DAO was created. It was
intended as an open venture capital fund,
where people could contribute cash for
investment and vote to finance the projects
they wanted to invest in. How might
something like this work for community
ownership? One answer could be to provide
simple legal templates for co-owned
enterprises, with an easy-to-use web or
mobile interface to allow new investments
or subscriptions and simplified voting on
governance issues. Instead of a community
pub, café or shop being run and operated
by humans within a CBE, it could be run by a
DAO, with the costs and agreed rules codified
in code running on a blockchain.
So, how would a DAO be an improvement
over the existing model? Simplicity and
low cost are key elements, and it is easy to
envisage how founders would be able to
choose from a set of open-source templates
a solution that would be most suitable for
their business case (such as those offered
by organisations like Colony, DAOstack and
Aragon). The savings in money and effort
would be considerable, particularly in the
area of record-keeping; no need for duplicate
sets of records that need to be maintained by
hand or audited by third parties, for example.
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Voting and decision-making are other areas
where DAOs can improve processes. Instead
of annual meetings where, despite the best
efforts of participants, proceedings tend to be
dominated by those who are used to having
their voices heard and who understand legal
and accounting matters, every participant
in a DAO has an equal voice. In other words,
DAOs can depersonalise decision-making so
that when tough calls have to be made (such
as telling a departing member that there
is not enough equity to release their stake
immediately), members can place their vote in
private and without being influenced by more
vocal elements.
Governance can be fine-tuned by voting
incrementally rather than in a ‘big bang’
once a year, and this process of ongoing
participation helps keep members engaged.
While there is an obvious need for improved
user experience in the current world of
decentralised applications and DAOs,
most within the ecosystem predict that
soon, easy-to-use website and mobile app
interfaces will make the whole process of
participation and decision-making easier.
DAOs go much further in democratising
shared ownership and governance and offer
far greater flexibility than existing structures,
fitting into our modern, transient societies far
more easily than existing models. A DAO can
be a living entity in which participants are
able to sell their stake at any time without the
legal overheads of having to get a solicitor
involved for every change, and where the
ownership parameters could flex according
to individual requirements.
The current community shares legislation
allows people to either volunteer their time
or be paid by the enterprise: in other words,
a binary choice. However, one of the most
interesting advantages of replacing a CBE
with a DAO is the idea of tokenisation,
where volunteers could build up a stake in
the enterprise by contributing their time.
This is an ideal way to keep capital within
the organisation and allow anyone wishing
to exit to be refunded easily. To record
employee stakeholdings and allocate shares
in exchange for labour on an ongoing basis
would be costly and onerous under the
current structures, but a smart contract

based on something like the Employee Stock
Options Plan idea proposed by investment
specialists Neufund85 would allow, for
example, the person working behind the bar
in a community pub to convert each hour
worked into equity, in a seamless and almost
free process.
Projects such as Aragon have been set up
specifically to allow communities to govern
themselves in a decentralised manner, but
the precise technologies that could be used
matter less than the principles. Community
pubs are a simplified example, but by
examining how DAOs might improve their
operations and encourage more people to
participate, we gain a clue about how whole
networks of interlocking community-focused
organisations might spring up, putting
modern tools into the hands of individuals so
that they can self-organise in a transparent,
low-effort, low-cost environment and
decide for themselves how to shape their
neighbourhoods and their futures.

About the author
Rhian Lewis has been thinking and writing
about blockchain technology since 2013. She
received a BSc in Economics from University
College London and, after becoming
obsessed by the transformative possibilities
of Bitcoin, co-founded the London Women in
Bitcoin meetup group in 2014. In 2016, she
co-founded a decentralised proof-ofownership concept based on Ethereum, which
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Revolution, will be published by Kogan Page
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The Web of Commons:
Rethinking the Status Quo
from the Data Up
By Karissa McKelvey
The struggle to ensure universal access
to information is one of the most critical
challenges of our time. Within an
organisation or government, access to
information is especially crucial to build
shared knowledge and take informed
actions. This knowledge is at the heart of
equitable societies, functioning democracies
and prosperous economies. But in our
digital world, knowledge is increasingly
becoming owned and controlled by a few
large players. They hold personal, scholarly
and civic communications as an asset which
is bought and sold on marketplaces. This
Silicon Valley – pioneered business model
is based on maintaining ownership of
information, packaging it up in derivative
forms and selling it on a digital marketplace
– similar to how financial securities are
bundled and sold on the stock market.
Today, we are witnessing a battle for
knowledge surrounding pandemics. At the
start of the pandemic in early 2020, archivists
illegally published86 over 5,000 scientific
studies about coronaviruses that anyone
can read without encountering a paywall.
Although scientific publishers including
Elsevier,87 Wiley88 and Springer Nature89
removed some paywalls in late January,
activists wonder what informed decisions
could have been made if universal access to
these articles was prioritised earlier. In 2015,
Liberian public health officials encountered
a similar issue with monetised articles during

the Ebola epidemic, when each article cost
45 US dollars, or about half a week’s salary.90
Corporate monopolies are poorly positioned
to manage these critical knowledge
commons, as their bottom line prioritises
profit, not access to information.
When the data is held by a third-party
platform, users are exposed to threats to
their autonomy and decision-making, such
as censorship, surveillance and access
restriction. In Fall 2019, a change in export
law required that US companies block users
connecting from Syria, Iran, Venezuela,
Crimea and Cuba.91,92 Without warning, users
effectively had access to their data cut off.
Companies also make mistakes with the
data – for example, Facebook accidentally
gave third-party access to data,93 Google
didn’t disclose94 a major breach, and Yahoo!
collaborated with China to incriminate
political dissidents.95 These acts set a
dangerous precedent, where knowledge can
disappear or be inaccessible permanently
and without warning. This is a power
dynamic that creates information security
vulnerabilities and is especially dangerous for
organisations with sensitive or mission-critical
information.
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From platform enclosures
to a common web
This practice is not new. For over seven
centuries, the legal practice of enclosure
reassigned common resources (such as
pastures and forests) to a single owner. In the
18th century, this was further justified with
the coining of ‘the tragedy of the commons’
– the notion that isolated, autonomous
individuals will always deplete the commons,
and privatisation is the only way to prevent
that inevitability. Elinor Ostrom disproved this
idea and won the Nobel prize96 by showing
how communities are able to collectively and
sustainably manage resources.
In her book Understanding Knowledge as
a Commons,97 she laid the groundwork for
also thinking about digital knowledge as
a commons – that is, the digital artifacts
in libraries, wikis, maps, open-source code,
scientific articles, and everything in between.
One of the key tenets of Ostrom’s Nobelwinning framework is that the managers of
a resource are able to make decisions free
from interference from outside authorities.98
In other words, third parties and outside
authorities need to respect the rights of those
who manage the commons. This is simply
not possible today, as users don’t have the
legal right to own data that they generate on
platforms.
To manage the web as a commons, we need
to make progress on new legal frameworks
that respect users’ intellectual property rights.
Technologists also need new architectures
that encode the values of cooperation and
access into the data and code. Thankfully,
these technical infrastructures are not only
possible, they’ve been around for a long
time. A growing number of technologists
are challenging the consolidation of power
over information systems by creating
decentralised protocols and applications.
Where government and corporate control
are causing harm, decentralised technologies
could bring about resilience, selfdetermination and long-term access.

Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe
In these ‘decentralised’ applications, users
are integral actors in a system that they have
control and choice over. Since the original
Bitcoin paper, over a decade ago, included
‘peer-to-peer’ in its title, we’ve seen an
immense growth in investment, research and
development into new applications. ‘Peerto-peer’ flips scaling on its head – the more
people use it, the faster it gets, as everyone
in the network can receive a copy of content
from anyone else. These architectures can
also make it difficult for any central party
to censor, delete or tamper with content –
BitTorrent is the most popular example of the
disruptive effect of peer-to-peer models on
‘data ownership’ in the digital age.
One exemplary digital commons using peerto-peer architecture is the LOCKSS (Lots
of Copies Keep Stuff Safe) Program, based
at Stanford Libraries.99 They manage one
of the longest-running digital preservation
initiatives. There is a trusted community
that manages and supports the commons,
called the LOCKSS Alliance. There is also a
governance structure, which decides what
content counts within the boundaries of the
Global LOCKSS Network. Each participating
library can choose to collect its own copy of
information in which it is interested.
Where BitTorrent made peer-to-peer
popular for piracy, LOCKSS uses peer-topeer to build a commons. The difference
that makes LOCKSS a commons is active
management of the resource – BitTorrent
by itself is not designed for managing the
information commons, but instead for largescale availability where the type of document
or user group involved is not of concern. To
put Ostrom’s first principle into practice,
managers keep clearly defined boundaries
by naming both the users (e.g. participants of
the LOCKSS Network) and the resource itself
(e.g. curated articles).
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Managing a web of commons
These technologies put Ostrom’s theory
into practice, using peer-to-peer protocols
paired with a ‘web of trust’. In practice, this
often looks like a trusted group of devices,
uniquely identified and verified by public key
cryptography. These devices can be included
or excluded from editing and adding to
the common dataset. The web of trust was
originally coined the ‘web of confidence’ by
Phil Zimmermann in 1992:
everyone will gradually accumulate and
distribute [...] a collection of certifying signatures
from other people, with the expectation that
anyone receiving it will trust at least one or two of
the signatures. This will cause the emergence of a
decentralised fault-tolerant web of confidence for
all public keys.
This pattern is distinct from both the
centralised platform model as well as the
blockchain consensus model. Data ownership
and decision-making is based on networks
of trust, with clearly defined boundaries and
an organised governance structure that
manages those boundaries.

When discussing the concept of decentralised
governance, blockchain is often proposed
as a solution. It has proved to be a clever
mechanism that facilitates transactions,
like money, designed for a scenario where
participants are all potentially malicious.
These ‘trustless’ transactions are the key
assumption baked within blockchains that
distinguish them from digital knowledge
commons.
In contrast, commons assume the resource
is managed – and some of that data may
never be publicly accessible. This is a closed
group, where data creators are also data
stewards, managing the information in
the commons. There are self-governing
procedures for making rules, ways of
monitoring of users and resources, and
graduated sanctions for rule breakers.
This does not require using a machinefacilitated consensus model. It does depend,
however, on an human-centred governance
model to manage what data, devices and
users are part of the network.
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Local-first principles for
data ownership
Decentralisation is not just a cool idea –
for some, it’s necessary to protect critical
information and ensure long-term access to
data. The non-profit Digital Democracy works
in solidarity with marginalised communities
to use technology to defend their rights. They
are innovators of decentralised knowledge
commons, using principles called ‘localfirst’ technology. Their flagship product
MAPEO is an open-source toolkit designed
in partnership with Indigenous communities
for documenting human rights abuses linked
with geographic information. MAPEO is
currently deployed in 12 rural project areas
across Guyana, Ecuador, Colombia, Panama,
Vietnam and Peru, involving over 100 local
communities, many of whom do not have
access to the internet. Front-line communities
that use MAPEO collect very sensitive data
that needs to be held securely and privately.
Stories from Indigenous elders, locations of
sacred sites and herbal medicines, hunting
paths and photos of illegal mining – these
are all sensitive pieces of knowledge that we
don’t want to get into the wrong hands.

Data in MAPEO is a common-pool resource,
and communities decide which devices get
access to synchronise, edit and add to their
local knowledge map. When a new project is
created, an encryption key is generated for
that group. When a user is ready to share the
data to another device, MAPEO synchronises
only with others that also have access to
this shared secret key. The point here is
consent over which devices have access
to the community’s data over the peer-topeer network. This creates a closed group of
devices participating in a web of commons.
Empowered with this information,
communities then leverage it in legal,
advocacy and campaign work to hold
human rights offenders to account, engage in
development policy decisions and effectively
manage their resources. For example, in
Ecuador, the Indigenous Waorani people
won a landmark legal challenge over oil
concessions illegally created over their territory
without consultation, enabling them to protect
half a million acres of their territory.100
On the surface, this use case seems strikingly
different than that of librarians in Silicon
Valley’s Stanford University. However, both
are ensuring resilience of critical information
in the face of uncertainty – whether that is
unforgiving rural rainforest weather conditions
or earthquakes – and managing that data
using a socially defined governance structure
that exists outside of the technology itself.
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A web of commons near you

About the author

A web of commons is about prioritising
long-term access to and ownership of data,
regardless of income or ability to pay. This
design pattern does not necessitate the use
of a ‘trustless’ blockchain token marketplace
or exchange. If users need to participate in
a marketplace to access knowledge, how
is that different from the centralised Silicon
Valley platform model that dominates the
Web today? Who benefits when a new
market is created, and who is enriched by
that market? There may be some important
uses for blockchain for other use cases, but
it’s not well-suited to a knowledge commons.

Karissa McKelvey is a public interest
technologist and researcher working in
solidarity with marginalised communities
to defend their rights. Her work has been
depended upon by at-risk users including
environmental and human rights defenders,
journalists and civil society activists living
within repressive environments. She combines
her backgrounds in political science, complex
systems research and software engineering
to deliver public interest initiatives that
leverage emerging technologies. Karissa’s
perspectives and works have been featured
in high-profile news outlets such as The New
York Times, The Wall Street Journal and NPR.
Since 2014, she has focused on developing
distributed technology to re-engineer the
Internet and build applications that prioritise
security and access. She is a Technologist at
Digital Democracy and a Research Fellow at
Simply Secure.

It’s about understanding that trust is inherent
in all of the technology we use and that
there is no such thing as a ‘trustless’ technical
system. We know that technology is not
neutral,101 which in practice means that you
have to trust someone at some point. Any
technology requires its users to trust the rules
set by the software engineers, designers and
investors.102 Those able to participate in these
technical discussions represent existing power
imbalances – mainly computer experts,
white, male and from the US, China and
Europe.103 To learn more, read the report by
Article 19 about blockchain and freedom of
expression.104
The web of commons applies the theories
and practices of digital knowledge as a
commons, pioneered by Elinor Ostrom. If she
were alive today, she might agree that many
of our digital knowledge commons are facing
severe privatisation. By learning from her
work, we know that common resources can
be managed by a group of trusted individuals.
The web of commons design puts this theory
into practice.
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Cooperation
Across Difference
By Jack Henderson
In a post-COVID world in which we will
depend more than ever on technology to
cooperate with one another, blockchains
offer us the hope of overcoming some of
the limitations of early internet systems.
However, blockchain communities have
struggled to govern themselves fairly and
efficiently and are realising that they need
to think more carefully about the rules of
these systems. If we want sustainably free
and equal, pluralistic and self-governing
societies, the rules or ‘mechanisms’ might
be as important for the future of technology
as the data structures that enable them.
Thus the increasing interest from the
blockchain space in questions of political
economy – a field best known by the work
of 19th-century radicals like Adam Smith,
Karl Marx and Henry George and which
gave rise to modern economics, sociology
and political science – and especially in
the work rediscovering this tradition in the
RadicalxChange movement founded by Glen
Weyl. The movement’s many proposals are
the result of reimagining social institutions,
like free markets and constitutional
democracy, as technologies to be carefully
built and improved like physical technology,
a viewpoint the blockchain space has
embraced. Given that every advancement
from the telegraph to modern video
conferencing has more truthfully conveyed
across physical distance the way we
communicate in person, one might then ask:
What is it about our intimate social lives that
is missed in the ways we interact politically
and economically?

In small and informal circles, we can form
strong relations, meanings and priorities
through a complex process of signalling
and communication; but this is slow and
inefficient and thus cannot be sustained
with large numbers of people.105 Early social
technologies like money and private property
can be considered first attempts to simulate
the richness of social life beyond tight-knit
circles and give socially distant people
reasons to collaborate. Money works fine
modelling and incentivising the exchange of
‘private goods’, which are goods that benefit
only the person that has them. But the model
is concerned with scarcity and assumes that
most value emerges from these mutually
beneficial trades.106
In our newly interconnected and
interdependent world, where most value
is created in rich and diverse social
networks, money is a thin and reductive
representation of value. With new transport
and communication technologies, most of
our actions are not simple trades but bring
value to many others, for which we gain
status and influence over future collective
decisions.107 There are countless examples
of people doing more together than they
could on their own, which creates so much
value because of the concentrated costs
and widely distributed benefits across large
groups of people. In a physical context, think
of cities and environmental preservation. But
especially on the Internet, which is much less
commoditised than the physical world, it is
difficult to quantify the value of particular
actions that benefit many others; consider
scientific research, high-quality journalism
and open-source software (blockchains!).
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The use of standard money, which fails to
measure value in our social lives beyond basic
reciprocity, to organise these interactions is
how we get a ‘tragedy of the commons’ or
‘free-rider problem’ – when many people
benefit from a public good and no one wants
to contribute because they must pay the
full cost of their contribution but receive a
small part of the benefit.108 These tragedies
are ubiquitous and excessively fragment
our collective organisation. The success of
platforms like Patreon and Kickstarter, on
which people simply receive in a linear way
the sum of voluntary contributions to their
work, suggests that optimal funding for
public goods should be much higher and
that any further movement in this direction
will find immediate traction. We can facilitate
greater cooperation across social distance
if we develop formal systems of value that
more closely approximate the complexity of
our social and economic relations with one
another.

Quadratic Finance, one of RadicalxChange’s
proposals, is a deeply transformative social
technology that aims to capture more of
the richness of modern interdependent
relations.109 The innovation is in accounting
for the tragedy of the commons: each
contribution to a project gets multiplied by
the total number of people who contribute
(N) because the benefit of every contribution
is spread across all N people. The result is
that the project receives the square of the
sum of the square roots of all contributions
to it. The system promises a more dynamic
and dignified world of work and collaboration
where we spend less time worrying about
monetisation and more time creating value
for users. Indeed, there would be fewer
conflicts between what satisfies the goals of
the individual or collective and what is good
for the world.

Figure 4: Quadratic finance

Amount raised = number of people contributing x amount contributed per person110
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Still, the more we come to rely on this
imperfect formalism, we must recognise
its limitations if we are to avoid ‘overfitting’
it and, to use the analogy of progress of
communications technology, move beyond
just a leap to the telephone.111 Namely, relying
on individual revealed preferences is an
imprecise way of figuring out what people
actually want because it loses track of the
reasons for their preferences.112 For one, this
means Quadratic Finance cannot combine
and reconcile different reasons and thus
requires complementary deliberative tools. We
see an early example of such tools in Taiwan,
the most active digital democracy in the
world, where they use social and information
technologies to reach consensus among
diverse perspectives.113 Further, it means
Quadratic Finance ought to account for the
fact that we are not atomised individuals
and our goals and preferences only emerge
in a social context.114 Our evolution from
tribal communities to the diversity and
interdependence of modern social life has
meant that each of us are now part of many
groups that mediate different elements of our
lives and give us meaning. Our preferences
are partial to our own perspective, groups
and causes, which makes cooperation natural
among people already in relationship to
each other, but leads to conflict among those
whose commitments do not overlap.
Rather than accept harmony within
our various groups at the expense of
global discord, Quadratic Finance, with
some representation of multilevel social
organisation and the extent to which people’s
commitments (i.e. the values and reasons
behind their preferences) are viewed to be
different, can help encourage cooperation
across our differences.
It is also only by ensuring that none of
these diverse groups come to dominate the
others that we can preserve and empower
individuality.115 This suggests a duality
between individuals and groups, where
individuals are viewed as the collective
actions of groups and vice versa. Through
this lens, problems with the nation states
and corporations we depend on today for
large-scale organisation can be seen as two
sides of the same coin. On one side, nation
states, which have the potential to be fair and

democratic, instantiate a collectivist notion
that a group can isolate and monopolise
an individual, excluding them from all other
groups – a severe problem since most of
our interdependencies cut across national
boundaries.116 On the other side, corporations,
which have the potential to be more flexible
and efficient, allow individuals to dominate
groups, as their incentives for profit and
market power tend to trump the democratic
interests of the people they serve.
This lens also makes clear that the common
promise of some blockchain rhetoric, to
break down existing institutions and globally
validate truth, would paradoxically undermine
individuality and freedom rather than enable
them. Alternative data structures based
on the social nature of identity, in which
paths of trust proving particular claims are
constructed to support the social validation
of truth on many intersecting levels of
social organisation, may be more promising
digital infrastructure for building a pluralistic
society.117,118
Blockchains nonetheless continue to be an
exciting testing ground for RadicalxChange
ideas. Gitcoin has used Quadratic Finance
in several successful rounds to fund opensource software.119 Quadratic Voting, which
has been deployed in the Colorado State
House of Representatives with the help of
Democracy Earth, as well as in several other
countries and companies, shows significant
signs of delivering in practice on its theoretical
promise of generating more consensual
governance than other methods.120 This
experimental approach, attempting to move
from an elegant mathematical model to its
implementation in the world, is crucial for
discovering the new institutional policies and
social norms and practices that will make
these new rules legible and intuitive – with
the hope that by nurturing and scaling up this
niche reorganisation of interaction, it will gain
broadly shared legitimacy and eventually
transform the systems through which power is
organised.121, 122
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With the continuing decline of legitimacy in
the institutions of much of Western world, the
future of technology and liberal democracy
will be determined by how we collectively
choose to imagine it. In this moment, we are
offered two competing visions. We have the
Chinese Communist Party and their vision
around centralised artificial intelligence
and automated decision-making, where
the powers of the state are thrown behind
technological innovation without any focus
on democratic governance of those powers,
and where the power to solve complex social
problems is deferred to technocratic experts
with little feedback from the rest of society.
We see throughout history that this leads to
devastation.123 The alternative can be found
next door in Taiwan, a beacon of hope for
democratic and pluralistic society, where
technology is harnessed by civic hackers
to build new ways for people to determine
their own future. The choice is ours to make
together.
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How the Blockchain’s Internet
of Transactions Can Ensure a
New Contract with Nature
By Michel Bauwens

Chaotic transitions
The recent Coronavirus crisis has been a
great revealer of the weaknesses of the
current global system, but also a great
accelerator of the changes within it. Many
people will agree with the famous quote
attributed to the Italian thinker Antonio
Gramsci that ‘The old world is dying and the
new world struggles to be born: now is the
time of monsters’.124
Although Gramsci died in 1937, he was in
many senses a contemporary, since he lived
precisely in a time of transition. His epoch
was sandwiched between what existed
before World War I, the ‘Smithian’ capitalist
system, and what would emerge after
World War II. Before WWI, western society
was, in Gramsci’s view, characterised by the
domination of capital over labour, and it did
not have any multilateral system that could
keep the peace between warring coalitions
of competing nation states.
Out of this transition period, and at the cost
of two world wars, came a new system which
was based on two pillars: the first pillar was
a new compact between the world of capital
and the world of labour – the welfare state
model, which became dominant at least
in Western countries; the second pillar was
the creation of multilateral institutions, such
as the International Monetary Fund, the
United Nations and the World Bank, tasked
with protecting the new world system and
mediating its conflicts.

We argue that we are in a similar period,
a ‘chaotic transition’ between one stable
system and another, as described by the
fairly unknown Hungarian thinker Peter
Pogany.125 We argue that the post-WWII
transformations came with a price tag and
were incomplete; that the compact between
capital and labour, and the fairly weak
multilateral institutions we created after
WWII, are no longer enough. The questions
are: What can we expect now? What needs
to happen this time? We venture some
hypotheses about the next system to which
we must transition.
First, the next stable system will be a
compact between humanity and nature –
that is, a recognition of the interdependent
nature of all life and that non-human beings
are partner species. One weakness is that the
systems developed to date largely ignore the
huge environmental costs of intense industrial
production. Clearly, human economic
society can only exist with the ecological
system of the Earth, but the fact that many
environmental costs are often considered
‘externalities’ illustrates that our current
economic systems struggle to take them
into account. Communist systems of central
control have fared no better than marketbased systems.
Second, we suggest that this cannot be done
without reinventing the ‘social compact’
and extending this to the whole planet as
well. In other words, both the ecological and
the social transition are interconnected and
interdependent; we can only be successful if
we combine both and give all of humanity a
stake in the future.
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Third, to be successful in this new
compact, we will need stronger multilateral
organisations which can represent the needs
of the whole planet. This means learning,
but also ‘forcing ourselves’ in some ways,
to live within planetary boundaries. Yes, we
need human freedom and initiative, but
our freedom stops when we endanger the
life conditions of other peoples and natural
beings. How to achieve this transition without
ecological fascism and dictatorship is going
to be the great challenge.
Let us now address what kind of technologies
and tools we might need to achieve such
ends, and inquire whether the blockchain –
that is, our capacity to coordinate human
activity through shared ledgers – can help us.

Technological affordances
The internet at first represented a powerful
‘peer to peer’ technology – that is, a system
which not only allowed potentially all
computers in the world to interact directly
with each other, but also, as a consequence,
connected people in the same way, allowing
global cooperation through peer to peer
associations. This ‘internet of communication’
has profoundly altered our world, for good
and for ill. It made citizens and knowledge
workers potentially nomadic; it created the
possibility of global coordination of human
projects in a way that was not previously
possible – but primarily it connected people
at the level of ideas.
More recently, the invention of blockchain
technology, as a technology of universal trust,
has ushered in an ‘internet of transactions’.
Every possible transaction between humans
can now be verified and recorded. With the
blockchain, we can link to the world of things
and physical production. It is now not only
immaterial ‘knowledge work’ which can be
globally coordinated, but – through shared
accounting on distributed ledgers – physical
production as well. For example Holo-REA
is now working on an open and shared
ledger of transactions that would allow ecosystemic coordination of physical production.

This means that organisation and production
of human society is increasingly taking place
through ‘open collaborative systems’ rather
than closed corporations. The first expression
of these global, open-source knowledge
communities gave us innovations such as
Wikipedia, Linux and Arduino.
The second expression of these open
and collaborative systems came after
the financial crisis of 2008, when we saw
a tenfold increase in ‘urban commons’.126
These are cooperative systems intended
to help meet the needs of members –
such as collective purchasing groups that
connect consumers to producers, or village
cooperatives to create renewable energy.
We also see the emergence of more and
more shared enterprise models, such as
SMart.coop, which create solidarity for
freelancers, and of the multi-factory model,
where craftspeople who work on metal,
wood or textiles or with 3D printing devices
mutualise their place of production.127
These trends are global and can be seen
in action in Asia, Latin America and Africa,
where they are even more important. Enzio
Manzini characterised such commons as
being, at the same time, ‘small, local, open,
and connected’.128,129 All combine similar
aspects: they are ‘peer to peer’; open and
collaborative; based on contributions and
not closed systems; and involve the creation
of commons – that is, shared resources
that are produced or maintained by a
community (‘there are no commons without
commoning’)130according to their own rules
and norms. Commons are much-forgotten
institutions, but we argue that they are
poised for a return to prominence as the only
human institution that can maintain a stable
level of resource use over long periods of
time.131 Indeed, one could see human history
as a ‘pulsation of the commons’, as they wax
and wane in popularity.132
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Several scholars have argued that societies
regularly undergo periods of exaggerated
extraction of natural resources, followed by
regenerative periods, when religious and
spiritual reforms bring back a measure of
balance to heal destroyed habitats.133 This
‘ecological overshoot’ may be the key reason
why civilisations have come and gone.134
Capitalism and communism alike failed to
escape this cycle; almost all now accept
that we have a global overuse of planetary
resources. This means one thing: we have to
transcend this cycle and create a steadystate economy and civilisation.
So how can decentralisation help? The
invention of distributed ledgers is a very
important invention because accounting is
how we ‘see’ the world. The invention and
synthesis of double-entry accounting (by a
Franciscan monk in Florence, Lucia Pacio)
co-emerged with capitalism. In this type of
accounting, collective entities only see what
comes in and out of their entity, hopefully
showing a profit; what is invisible are both the
ecosystem and ‘externalities’.

However, now that we see collaborative
open systems emerging, we also see
new forms of accounting which aim to
internalise externalities in order to develop
fully ecological economics. These include
various ‘contributive accounting’ schemes
used by open-source and peer production
communities to recognise not only paid
labour, but also all kinds of other non-market
contributions; ‘flow accounting’, which
aims to present every transaction as part
of a holistic and common ecosystem; and
‘thermodynamic’ accounting schemes, which
aim to integrate matter and energy into the
logistical flows of a company or territory.
Following the Belgian monetary theorist
Bernard Lietaer,135 we contend that we will
need to reinvent not just extractive currencies
(‘cold currencies’), but also ‘current-sees’ that
let us see the generative work that needs
to be done (‘warm currencies’), as many
traditional societies used to have (including
the western medieval world).136 So let’s recap,
and see the two worlds that are interacting in
this transition period.
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One world is that of national communities,
the inter-state system and states’ currently
weakening multilateral systems. We contend
that this world will not simply disappear.
After all, the commons, the gift economy,
hierarchical or state-based redistribution
and market systems have all existed for
thousands of years; and the current crisis
shows that majorities are still very attached
to the ‘imagined communities’137 that are
represented by the nation state. Capital, state
and nation are interlocked. That system is,
however, in deep crisis, and it can no longer,
on its own, solve major world problems. It
may evolve towards more bio-regionally
(defined by ecological or geographic rather
than by man-made boundaries) managed
territories that seek more balance with the
resources at their disposal.
On the other hand, we have a thriving
world of trans-local, trans-national
collaboration, with myriads of regenerative
projects. Someone doing even very local
permaculture, they are now connected to
global learning communities organised at the
trans-local, trans-national scale.

This is the new world, striving to be born.
Cities for example, can interconnect directly
with each other, sharing their advances on
shared transportation and habitat models,
not having to reinvent the wheel separately
but also not necessarily linking to nation
states to cooperate in this way.
What we need to imagine therefore is neither
a purely vertical world of competing nation
states, self-destroying in their quest for ever
more scarce resources and unable to solve
global problems on their own; nor a purely
decentralised and horizontal world, as all
these collective projects cannot act for the
public good on their own.
What we need to imagine is a diagonal
world, combining the best of both. Given
what we know of history, it would be a
mistake to equate decentralisation with what
is good and free, and centralisation with
what is bad. The fully decentralised Middle
Ages co-existed with the most hierarchical
feudal relations!
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Towards a possible integration of
the horizontal and the vertical
The three main modalities for allocating
resources are: 1) free and mutual
coordination, the modality of allocation
used by the commons and open-source
communities; 2) pricing, the mechanism used
by the market; and 3) orchestrated planning,
the modality offered by the state. The three
could be integrated in the following way.
Imagine a first layer of global coordination
of free and voluntary projects, undertaken
by organised citizens; i.e. peer production
communities. These commons-centric
projects align through mutual signalling. For
example, in the same way that bees and ants
actually do not have a hierarchical monarch
(the queen) deciding on everything – but in
reality coordinate through chemical signals
or a ‘dancing language’ – open-source
developers are able to coordinate through
shared accounting and logistics.
Imagine a second layer of regenerative
market practices; i.e markets that work for
both communities and nature and which take
into account ‘externalities’ and non-market
contributions. For example, the Fishcoin
cryptocurrency carries information on the
reproduction cycles of fish, setting limits to
the amounts of fish that can be traded.
Finally, imagine a third layer of new
transnational institutions which take care
of the planetary boundaries and unsolved
human needs. These limitations would be
visible and integrated in our accounting
systems. This is what is proposed by the R30
project through their Global Thresholds and
Allocations Council.138
As a bonus, imagine public authorities, rather
than encouraging decarbonisation through
competitive bidding, opening a public ledger
which allows any individual or collective to
have their decarbonisation efforts verified.
These verified contributions are tokenised
and then financed, through public funding
but also by large institutions that directly
benefit from these positive externalities,
creating a ‘circular finance’ to permanently
fund such regenerative work.

The world today seems to be facing some
very stark choices. On one side of the
equation stands those that prefer business
as usual and want to preserve the neoliberal
form of globalisation, with a free flow of
capital and labor. However, this choice does
not seem to be sustainable in ecological terms
while migration is now a very contentious
political subject, creating powerful political
alliances that are opposed to it. The reaction
to globalisation therefore takes the form
of a return to the nation state, sometimes
accompanied by a desire for local closure.
What our model is proposing is a third
possibility: cosmo-localisation. In this model,
‘all that is light is global and shared’ – scientific
and technological cooperation takes place
through global open design communities and
the world does not lose its globalised culture
of mutual learning – while ‘all that is heavy is
as local as possible’. The latter is an argument
for the ‘subsidiarity of material production’;
i.e. to produce closer to human need, not in
fanatical way, but in a reasonable way that
still remains open to trade and exchange.
The model is certainly technically feasible;
the future will tell us if it is also desirable.
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The Illusion of Blockchain
Democracy: One Coin Equals
One Vote
By Dionysis Zindros
‘The Messiah has come!’ proclaim business
analysts and cryptographers alike when
it comes to blockchain technology, the
cryptographic technique used to secure
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. They believe
that once this technology is sufficiently
advanced – enabling ‘smart contracts’
powering the newer cryptocurrency
Ethereum – it will form the bedrock for
rewriting corporate law and restructuring
organisations into so-called decentralised
autonomous organisations (DAOs), and
these DAOs will democratise corporations
and governments alike.
How did we arrive at this widely held belief,
that blockchain systems are somehow
democratic and egalitarian,139 and certainly
more democratic and more egalitarian than
the current system?
Blockchain systems are categorised into
‘permissioned’ and ‘permissionless’. In
permissioned systems, there exists a closed
committee, sitting in a walled garden,
entrusted with taking decisions for the rest
of the participants. This committee takes
decisions about transaction history, is able
to censor transactions, holds the power to
establish the macroeconomic policy of the
system and, among other responsibilities, can
print money. In a permissioned system, instead
of an open network in which anyone can join
and participate freely, voting is performed by
this oligarchy – the ruling of few. One example
of permissioned blockchains are blockchains
that banks are currently experimenting with
to support behind-the-scenes transaction
clearance. In such systems, the committee
taking decisions consists of the participating

banks; each bank gets one vote. It is a closed,
opaque system controlled by a selected
few. Permissioned blockchains are inherently
limited in their number of participants and
cannot enable an open society. Clearly,
permissioned blockchains are not the
democracy we’re looking for. Perhaps we can
find democracy in permissionless blockchains?
Permissionless blockchains are open and
decentralised. In a decentralised system, there
is no central party like a central bank applying
macroeconomic policy. There is no single
party, nor committee, authorised to print
new money or judge when it is wise to apply
quantitative easing.140 In an open system,
anyone is free to join or leave the network.
How, then, can money be created and rules
be enforced? The answer is collectively. Money
can be created by anyone as long as they
follow the protocol rules. These protocols
mean that any participant in the blockchain
system – which could be you – can attempt
to create new money. The system then, using
complicated probabilistic methods, chooses
one leader out of the participants at random
and blesses them with the privilege of creating
a specific sum of money, for themselves. Like
a wheel of fortune spinning over and over, a
different participant is chosen every so often,
and this is how new money is injected into the
system. However, the chances of being chosen
are not evenly distributed – so how does this
work in more detail?
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How the chances are distributed are defined
by a so-called ‘consensus mechanism’. In
Bitcoin’s case, the consensus mechanism is
‘proof-of-work’ and the probability of being
chosen as leader is proportional to one’s
computational power, namely how many and
how powerful are the computers one has
allocated towards money creation. Another
technique, ‘proof-of-stake’, algorithmically
elects a leader with probability proportional
to how much money one already owns in
the system; i.e. how much of the system’s
particular cryptocurrency they have. Leaders
are responsible for enforcing the system
rules. Both proof-of-work and proof-ofstake are open and decentralised, because
anyone can join by entering the race using
their computational power or their stake in
the system, and there is no central party to
prevent them from doing so. Democracy, right?
Not so fast. Did we forget what democracy
entails? What about the principles of
universal suffrage? One person, one vote?
Let’s consider whether proof-of-work and
proof-of-stake live up to this ideal in terms of
maintaining the system’s consensus rules. In
the case of proof-of-stake, one coin, one vote
takes the place of one person, one vote. This
is far removed from universal suffrage and
widens the gap between rich and poor.141
What about proof-of-work? It may seem
that it is a fairer to allocate votes based
on computational power than on how rich
someone is. Here, one computer, one vote
takes the role of one person, one vote.
Not every person owns a computer; and
some people own multiple or substantially
more powerful computers than others. By
purchasing more computational power, one
can increase their available votes in the
system. In fact, proof-of-work is even less
egalitarian than proof-of-stake: $10,000 can
buy a supercomputer which much surpasses
the combined power of 10 lower-end
computers bought at $1,000 each. In short,
each rich person’s dollar goes further than
each poor person’s dollar.

One could hope to overcome these
limitations of consensus protocols by
attempting to prove the humanity of
each participant. Once this humanity is
established, it can be associated with a
cryptographic key. One key among these
could then be selected at random and
elected leader. Using this process, the leader
can be recycled every so often. As long
as we can ensure each human receives
only one such verification, one human,
one vote should be possible. However, the
problem of establishing who is human is
extremely difficult to tackle in a decentralised
manner.142 Who will verify these humans? If it
comes down to the decision of yet another
committee or centralised party, even if this
process is publicly auditable, the voting is
again controlled by one entity or group of
entities. Should these entities turn malicious,
they can subvert the voting process, whether
it is detected or not.
What if we could use some of our existing
mechanisms to establish identity? We could
allow a government-issued passport to be
used to verify someone’s humanity. Modern
passports could actually be used for this
purpose, as they contain a chip which can
be leveraged to provide a cryptographic
signature, and the authenticity of a passport
is ensured by the issuing country. It’s easy to
validate these signatures within a blockchain
system. Nevertheless, this introduces the
same problems as a trusted third party:
A country that wishes to subvert the
democratic process – for example, under the
subpoena of a court of law in a totalitarian
regime – could secretly issue as many
passports as it likes, allowing itself to create
ghost voters. The ability of an adversary to
create an unbounded number of identities to
subvert the decision-making of a system in
this manner even has a name: a Sybil attack,
also known as ‘sockpuppetry’. As existing
governments are central parties, we could
not hope to rely on them for the transition
into a blockchain-based decentralised
democracy.
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So far, this essay has discussed consensus
mechanisms, which allocate temporary
leader privileges to an entity drawn out
of a population. Naturally, this is different
from real elections and voting. However, the
consensus mechanism has been used as a
proxy for real elections. In several instances,
these elections have taken place within
blockchain systems to take decisions about
the systems themselves.143 In a process
known as ‘signalling’, consensus participants
can indicate if they are willing to support a
change in the blockchain protocol (a ‘fork’ in
the blockchain). Such signalling has occurred
in many popular cryptocurrencies, including
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Monero. Decisions
taken in this manner typically concern
technical questions within their respective
projects; for example, voting on increasing
the size of a blockchain block beyond the
one-megabyte cap. Cryptocurrencies with
more advanced decentralised governance,
such as Decred, use consensus-based voting
to decide on much more complex issues,
including funding allocation. Decred’s voting
protocol, a scheme known as Politeia, comes
quite close to real elections. In an impressive
technical feat, it provides a system in which
referenda can be initiated by any participant

and put to vote, and many issues are being
vibrantly discussed in a continuous fruitful
exchange of ideas. While the blockchain
consensus mechanism is doomed to work
under the limitation of one coin, one vote,
perhaps one could hope that a more
democratic voting protocol is developed on
top of existing blockchain schemes.
Imagine for a moment that we trust that
the underlying consensus mechanism works
correctly, be it proof-of-work or proof-ofstake. Blockchain systems can be used to
program smart contracts, pieces of software
code that establish the financial relationships
and obligations between participants in a
complex manner. These smart contracts
can be used to establish and run DAOs.
The financial and governance decisions of
these organisations are managed by the
smart contract, which maintains control
of the organisations’ funds, in the form of
cryptocurrency. The participants have voting
rights enforced not through a court of law,
but through software code. Such companies
do not have a traditional legal form; they
exist only by means of smart contracts.
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The stakeholders of such a decentralised
company vote using their private
cryptographic keys, akin to the way the board
of directors in a traditional company can vote
on decisions in a board meeting. Decisions
voted on using a smart contract can involve
allocation of money towards investments
and payroll, the payout of dividends and the
restructuring of stock in the form of a split
or a dilution. Any modifications to the smart
contract itself must be approved by the
board. Furthermore, shares can be bought
and sold as usual, treating them like native
blockchain tokens. DAOs enjoy sovereignty in
that they are not bound by any laws beyond
what their founders specify in the computer
code that gives birth to the decentralised
organisation. A DAO only lives in a blockchain,
and it does not have an associated legal
entity. In a series of experiments, the Ethereum
community has already explored their
creation, maintenance and dissolution. In
one infamous example from 2016 known as
‘TheDAO’, more than $50 million was stolen144
when it was allocated to a smart contract
whose participants did not understand the
precise technical terms.145
DAOs enjoy a multitude of benefits. They are
uncensorable,146allow fast transactions, are
not bound to the confines of any legal system
beyond what is encoded in their software
and are cryptographically secure. It is quite
likely that more exploration towards such a
corporate structure will take place within the
next 10 years, with a promise of significantly
improving the efficiency and security of older
structures. If not for other reasons, economic
efficiency will push traditional corporations to
trial blockchain-based solutions. Additionally,
the ability to securely and transparently
conduct board meetings and voting remotely
by making use of cryptographic signing keys
can be lucrative in itself, accompanied by
the capacity of smart contracts to leave an
auditable trail of their election decisions.
We should remain cautious about these
experiments. These premises rely on the
assumption that the underlying consensus
mechanism behaves as expected. While
voting can be implemented on top of a
blockchain,147 the faithful execution of the
voting rules encoded in a smart contract
remains in the hands of the consensus

population. As such, even if a fair voting
protocol is developed for a DAO, it can
always be subverted by this underlying
population. In the end, it all comes down to
plutocracy – the ruling of a rich elite. If the
majority of the money participating in the
blockchain consensus dislikes a decision
taken by the stakeholders of a DAO, they
can roll it back or censor its progress by
disallowing voting altogether.
We are hearing proposals to replace existing
social,148 legal149 and corporate150 structures
with a new technocratic blockchain system
under the pretense of democracy.151 Within
the next 10 years, we may see the adoption
of such a structure in corporate governance,
and we may even see some experimentation
of these schemes in political governance.
However, with the understanding that
blockchain consensus is necessarily and
unavoidably plutocratic and not democratic,
one very reasonable question remains:
Why should we alter our good old ways?
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The Future Is A Safe And
Dark Web: This Is What It
Will Look Like
By Joshua D. Tobkin
Mass surveillance by governments and
corporations will become normal and
expected this decade and people will
increasingly turn to new products and
services to protect themselves from
surveillance. The biggest consumer
technology successes of this decade
will be in the area of privacy.

The solution to an overbearing governing
authority indeed resides with leveraged
cryptography in order to preserve some
semblance of privacy. However, on this
‘dark internet’, where everything is encrypted
and we communicate with each other on a
purely need-to-know basis, how are we to
coordinate and exchange value?

–Fred Wilson, Co-Founder of Union
Square Ventures152

Just like Satoshi Nakamoto suggested
in his groundbreaking white paper,155 the
random shuffling and usage of public keys
and Bitcoin addresses as an additional
security measure for privacy preservation
will become more of the norm. On the
‘dark internet’ we will hide in plain sight
through multiple different decentralised
Identities. We will use Zero-Knowledge156
attestations, which are cryptographic proofs
of ownership or knowledge that don’t reveal
otherwise unnecessary or sensitive details,
in order to prove we are who we say we
are and that we have the correct rights
to access or participate in certain private
online community activities. These access
rights or restrictions will be dictated by our
various Verifiable Credentials,157 which are
cryptographically signed messages issued
by other parties to the holder to stipulate
permissions and approvals.

Already, the physical world is being tracked
by cameras, mobile and Internet of Things
(IoT) devices at high density. With the recent
COVID-19 outbreak, this is only going to
accelerate as contact tracing153 may become
accepted as one of the viable ways to keep
the virus abated. As a consequence, in the
next five years, most major cities of the
world will be fully surveilled in the physical
realm, and this will be instigated and sold to
the public as a necessary means to protect
the population from terrorists, pandemics
and more. Humankind will yearn for privacy
as the powers that be inevitably overuse
their privilege. Naturally, the public at large
will seek refuge in an ‘end-to-end-encrypt
everything way’, and the internet will go ‘dark’,
as Vitalik154 so starkly put it, in our attempt
to resist the prying eye of corporations and
government-run internet service providers.
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Universal Reputation Scores tied to
decentralised identities will be used as
a basis for facilitating trade and even
issuing credit and access to assets, facilities,
resources and more – without transacting
parties having to necessarily expose their
personally identifiable information (PII).158
In this decentralised future, data breaches
will naturally be limited as a result, since even
if one’s data somehow becomes exposed,
in the ‘dark internet’ everything remains
encrypted anyway, so there is nothing even
worth stealing in the first place, except of
course for illegible ciphertext.
You may be thinking: ‘This is all well and good;
however, where will one actually hold all of
this digital collateral to facilitate a privacypreserving internet? A third-party provider?’
The answer is no.
In the next 5 to 10 years, it will be
commonplace that each of us has our little
private piece of the cloud totally and wholly
owned by us, fortified by quantum-resistant
encryption schemes so strong that neither
the infrastructure providers we decide to host
with nor the cyber-security arms of our global
militaries will be able to fully ascertain our
online activities or invade our privacy.
The Encrypted Internet will be used to
manage some of the most important
aspects of our lives, automating otherwise
incredibly complex systems in the cloud
directly, unbeknownst to the physical
layer of everyday reality. Our data will
be fortified, fully-owned and blockchainverified in such a way that transaction
fluidity is fully engendered and maximised –
with blockchain as the trust layer, we
can commerce with each other without fear.
In that world, I don’t need to know your legal
name in order to be of service to you, and
you don’t need to know mine.
This next-generation internet is an amalgam
of the existing internet and a global peer-topeer structure that spans all corners of the
Earth, composed of millions of individuals
running their own private cloud instances and
physical hardware stacks as home appliances.
Following specific mathematical and
computer science protocols, these countless

individuals will contribute their independent or
leased hardware resources to provide lookup, routing, storage, consensus, security and
computing services for the various causes and
networks they support and believe in.
With this upcoming fully-encrypted, end-toend Internet, we will manage our personal
digital assets and data through personally
owned private-portals in the cloud. The
software that powers this private-portal
can be referred to as a ‘Value Management
System’, or VMS for short. This author
hypothesises that in the near future it will
become a human right to own and have
access to a VMS, as sure as it is a human
right to own one’s identity and to have access
to financial services. Once an individual has
an owned decentralised identity, as a natural
corollary he or she will also immediately
have access to banking services through
decentralised financial systems via cybercurrencies. One’s VMS will be the operating
interface users use to manage their digital
identity, assets, personal data and even their
own node analytics.
Sir Tim Berners-Lee, the inventor of the World
Wide Web, is currently working on such a
VMS platform developed in collaboration
with MIT, called Solid (Social Linked Data).159
Solid personal online data stores (PODs) can
be described as your ‘secure USB sticks for
the web’.160 There is a focus on personal data
ownership and the benefits of structured
data for interoperability among third-party
applications – instead of giving your data to
corporations and having the data siloed with
them, third-party applications integrate your
POD into their system, while only you can
control what others can see.
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A related system is being developed by
Urbit, a movement seeded in San Francisco
seeking to build a decentralised peer-to-peer
network of personal servers. Their core tenets
revolve around identity management and
peer-to-peer federated networking forming
an alternative internetting infrastructure.
One of their stated goals is ‘to leave behind a
world of apps and services for one where we
can bring everything together in one place.
And, in doing so, ordinary users can create
customised digital environments for their
friends and communities’.161 Likewise, they
are building their own interfaces and system
architectures for the decentralised web.
Solid and Urbit are projects paving the way
for how the next internet and computing
paradigms are shifting from a clientserver model to a wholly end-to-end,
peer-to-peer, networking model. Through
identity management and secure data
storage, one can connect his or her owned
‘personal server’ or ‘private POD’ into digital
ecosystems to engage with applications
privately and with permission, only as deeply
as necessary to achieve the desired results,
and not further.

Unitychain is also building a VMS to help
users navigate this encroaching safe, dark,
encrypted Internet. Imagine a server you
control which exists redundantly and securely
on multiple cloud infrastructures, which only
takes a few minutes to set up, automatically
encrypts all your personal data, intuitively lets
you manage your Verifiable Credentials and
is designed to help you easily generate and
exchange Zero-Knowledge Proofs with others
within your web of trust and beyond.
With emerging VMS designs like this, you
can choose a network you would like to
provide your compute and storage resources
to and receive full analytics on your node’s
performance and contributions, and you also
can visually manage your earned and owned
digital assets. The mock-ups below illustrate
what such a platform would allow users to do
and what it would look like to use.

Manage your node analytics: Choose a network you would like to dedicate your compute
and storage resources towards and see your node’s analytics and performance earnings.
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Manage your digital assets: Securely access multiple wallets with user-friendly interfaces to
manage your contacts.

Manage your personal data: Securely access and share personal data across multiple thirdparty applications.
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Similar in vision to Solid PODs and Urbit, the
author envisions a future in which users don’t
need to visit multiple third-party applications
directly to access services – rather, thirdparty developers will build open bridges from
their applications into your personal VMS
through permissioned modules and add-ons
using highly vetted Software Development
Kits and Application Programming Interfaces,
which are tools that help developers to easily
integrate specific functionalities between
their application and yours.
Imagine being able to book a telemedicine
doctor appointment directly through your
VMS and paying for the doctor’s consultation
with the digital assets you earned by
contributing your compute and storage
resources to secure blockchain networks.
Moreover, consider an in-built access control
mechanism to decrypt or revoke access to
your Electronic Medical Record that you safely
host in the cloud at your full control, always a
few clicks away in case of need. This is merely
the tip of the iceberg of where the future is
inevitably headed. This is the general direction
all of the aforementioned projects are aiming
for, before a total clampdown of both our
physical and internet realities without the
protections of privacy.
In the near future, private citizens will run their
own nodes, whether on the cloud or their
personally managed hardware stack, and
communicate peer-to-peer with each other
without centralised intermediaries. User data
will be highly protected through militarygrade encryption and randomised public
keys and browser fingerprints162 to provide
greater privacy guarantees from prying
eyes. Smart contracts will automatically
handle a lot of functionalities under the hood
providing individuals empowerment, privacy
and dignity – while our physical lives become
more fully monitored and tracked.
With self-sovereign identity, leveraged
cryptography and decentralised blockchain
and storage infrastructures, the future of
the web will be both safer and ‘darker’ than
ever before. This is the future the author and
others are building towards, and this is where
the future of the web must head for the sake
of preservation of liberty.
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Taking the Power Back
By Ziri Rideaux and Brendan Miller
In 5 to 10 years, decentralised
autonomous organisations163 (DAOs) will
increasingly outcompete corporations
and representative governments as
the preferred way to organise human
endeavors, because they solve collective
action problems better. This will lead to a
renaissance of the democratic commons,
by restoring ownership and control to the
people, and usher in new forms of global
stewardship.

Established institutions are failing
Modern governance is currently stuck
at a developmental stage known as
‘representative democracy’. Insufficient
controls over representatives’ actions have
fostered corrupt governments unwilling
to regulate corporations or themselves.
The electoral process has been hijacked
by special interests,164 and populations have
become increasingly powerless, underserved
and exploited.165 The growing popular mistrust
in centralised power166 indicates that the time
for decentralised, non-hierarchical
self-governance has finally arrived.

Vision for a new society
Learning from nature: Coorganisms
Humans are struggling to clear the next
evolutionary hurdle that microorganisms
surmounted billions of years ago: to
cooperate in leaderless self-organising
groups and form multicellular organisms to
avert colony collapse driven by competition
for survival.167 Learning from nature,
successful decentralised autonomous
organisations (DAOs) could function
more like living, multicellular organisms.
In this essay, they will be referred to as
‘coorganisms’.168

These coorganisms will coordinate humanity’s
resources, services and consumption streams
better than existing structures. Trustworthy
delegation of daily roles and responsibilities will
happen bottom-up rather than top-down by
tracking the reliability of participants over time.
Corrupt delegates can be replaced quickly
and easily through a democratic process.
Decision-making will follow direct democracy
principles, which is now technically possible
on a global scale using decentralised,
incorruptible blockchain software.169
Randomly chosen subgroups will deliberate,
research and collectively decide on issues,
similar to the jury duty process.170
The future of work: Non-hierarchical
‘coorganisms’ instead of Corporations
The future of work lies in diverse,
participatory, stakeholder-owned and
-operated structures, shorter working
hours and more hours for developing
social intelligence (e.g. sharing, caregiving,
creating and learning). Repetitive work will
be performed by robots, software and AI.171
It is therefore crucial that their ownership
be held in common so that inequalities are
not perpetuated into the future. Individuals
will increasingly work from home or virtual
offices,172 connected to coorganisms through
digital platforms.
The decoupling of ‘work’ from ‘income’ will
be necessary. Societal values will shift, as we
collectively move from having to ‘earn our
keep’ to each person’s right to be sustained
unconditionally via a Universal Basic Income
(UBI).173 The UBI will ease the transition from
for-profit models to cooperatively-owned
and operated zero-sum game business
models. A paradigm shift towards sustainable,
improved living standards for all will eventually
make the current priority of ‘shareholder’s
value’ redundant.174
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Decentralised technology can guarantee
the global population access to commerce,
through their cell phones.175 This way, the
1.7 billion people around the world who are
currently still excluded from the international
banking system176 and commerce can
participate equitably in the global economy.
Cryptocurrencies will help to decentralise
methods of exchange and trade. Platform
members will be able to make payments
directly to each other.177 This will eliminate
reliance on banks and debt-based money.178
The future of governance:
Transparency and accountability
Decentralised, self-organising government is
simply an ecology of coorganism platforms
that cooperatively facilitate decisions,
coordinate activities and collect and
distribute moneys to provide services.
The goal is to enrich the commons and
return power and ownership to the
community. Smart process design –
for example, using randomly selected
deliberation groups rather than elected
boards, and automated software safeguards
– can continuously decentralise control and
guarantee the basic needs of all. The role of
experts will be to inform, not to unilaterally
decide.
Democratic decision-making requires equal
access and a fair and consistent process.
Within three years, 7.3 billion people will
be mobile phone users179 and thus able to
participate in such a global democratic
process. Software will enable weekly
deliberation and polling/voting on current
political, economic, social and environmental
issues at scale.
All communications will be private by
default, using end-to-end encryption,
to protect citizens from data misuse and
government overreach. In the interest of
trust and accountability, all money streams
will be transparent on request by a sufficient
number of coorganism participants. This will
be made possible by smart contracts on the
blockchain, that cannot be altered.180

Urgently needed infrastructure programmes
like the Green New Deal181 can be initiated
using self-organizing coorganisms even when
corrupted elected officials refuse to act. These
coorganisms can form a parallel power base
outside of local governments to undertake
mutual aid projects on various scales as well
as pressure governments into action.
The future of ownership:
Rediscovering the commons
The idea of the commons is as old as
humanity. Only since the onset of agriculture
did humans question the wisdom that nature
belongs to all of us, together – and that the
fruits of our labour (hunting, gathering,
child-rearing, etc.) must be equally shared.
We argue that there should be a cap on
personal ownership introduced in order to
re-establish public ownership of common
lands, of natural resources, and to create a
trustworthy contract between generations,
sexes, creeds, races and species that share
this planet.182
We currently face several serious global
collective action problems. There is a need to:
• Stabilise our climate, rein in pollution
and relocate climate refugees183
• Establish effective regulatory controls
over corporations globally184
• Deal collectively with hunger and health
threats (like tuberculosis, COVID-19, etc.).185
• Rebuild the common infrastructure,
including energy, transportation and
telecommunications/internet, in public
ownership186
These global challenges cannot be tackled
by local governments or organizations but
need global frameworks, legislation and
enforcement across jurisdictions, which
decentralised blockchain technology
can provide.187
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Decentralised technology and coorganisms
could help with these challenges, offering:
• Global mobility coordination:
A decentralised platform could poll and
determine the wishes of populations for
increased mobility and help balance
labour and other markets. Coorganisms
can respond to the global crises of
climate change refugees and victims
of war or epidemics like COVID-19 by
tracking populations and supply levels,
and facilitating redistribution of resources
and relocation of people as needed.
Using a decentralised blockchain and
private ‘secret contracts’188 prevents the
manipulation and abuses of data that
are prevalent under current centralised
schemes. The United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees is already
using a blockchain pilot program to track
refugees and their necessary supplies in
Jordan.189
• From local law to global law:
An enforceable, worldwide declaration
of human rights could be adopted and
ratified directly by the people using a
digital, global direct democracy platform.
Additionally, nature rights, pressing issues
of tax law, business law and copyright
law, etc. could be voted on in order
to create new global regulations. The
will of the people is revealed and can
influence existing national governments
and the United Nations. If disregarded,

this parallel emerging self-government
can deny legitimacy to non-responsive
representative governments. Political
bodies that have been deadlocked, like
the UN, where the General Assembly is
rendered powerless against the Security
Council, will be replaced with more
democratic systems that guarantee
per capita representation of the world’s
populations.
• Decentralised commerce:
A new, commonly owned platform
could enable people to offer personto-person services that can replace
corporations like Uber, Facebook, Airbnb
and even banks, which extract value
from our ‘Common’s Wealth’ by serving
as gatekeepers and intermediaries.
Initially, for-profit companies might be
necessary to provide some commodity
services; for example, credential checks.
The eventual vision is to offer a reputation
system on the decentralised platform
itself that guarantees safe transactions.
This empowers bottom-up individual
entrepreneurship instead of top-down,
capital-controlled190 corporation-building
or monopolies.191 Content creators and
service providers will be more fairly paid,
because private platforms no longer
control access to audiences. Open-source,
decentralised technology can provide the
same services directly, better, faster and
for a fraction of the cost.192
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How do we get from here to there?
The authors suggest the development of
a safe, open-source, blockchain-based
platform, similar to WeChat,193 that
provides comprehensive and extendable
communication tools, banking, shopping,
voting and organizing for the global
population: a transparent, global public utility
that is owned and controlled democratically
by all of its users.
There are three key commitments we
must make to ensure that this coorganism
platform can reach its full potential:
• Self-sovereign identity and decentralised
reputation: Each person’s proof of
membership, credentials and reputation
must be under their ultimate control,
partly in the form of advanced social
verifications.194 It is essential to ensure
that each person has one, and only one,
verified identity on the system. Neither
corporations nor governments will be
allowed an identity or voting rights on this
platform.
• Common ownership and non-profit
principle: The digital platform must be
controlled commonly by all participants.195
Similar to Wikipedia, it will be created
as an open-source system through a
participatory process, which evolves as our
societies do. Different from other platforms
like Bitcoin or Ethereum, the initiators
cannot own stakes in the platform and
private profit must not be the motive
behind building this platform. This platform
can never be sold or bought.196
• Decentralised, democratic infrastructure:
The commonly owned blockchain and
communication servers cannot be stored
in centralised, and therefore vulnerable,
locations but must be spread out all over
the world.197 In theory, every citizen could
run a ‘micro-server’ on their computer,
mobile phone or a cloud server under their
control, creating a mesh network.198 The
eventual goal is the common ownership of
all hardware (e.g. cables, satellites) needed
to operate the platform.199

If these commitments are pursued, the
membership numbers and impact of the
platform will grow quickly. The lack of private
ownership will foster a mindset of co-creative
participation and stewardship rather than
self-interested consumerism.
Fending off bad actors
Initially, this platform could be developed
as a non-profit alternative to existing social
media, chat and collaboration apps like
Facebook. While it gathers participants,
it could offer ‘opinion polling’ instead of
official voting. This way, it could grow a large
user base without threatening entrenched
political and economic interests. (Large
corporations and their captured government
representatives will work hard to undermine
a direct democracy that is designed to limit
their disproportionate influence.)
For that reason, it is important that
the platform allows encrypted, safe
communication and organizing. Members
could use the platform to arrange funding
streams to worthwhile endeavours, form
unions, organise referendums and general
strikes, etc. Attempts to compromise, divide
and conquer this platform would be detected
within the transparent, open-source system
and would be fought against by empowered
participants. A sophisticated open-source
reputation system would guarantee
transparency, help detect bad actors and
temporarily block their access to certain
participation.
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Conclusion
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–Albert Einstein200
Bold innovations and big goals necessitate
an epic paradigm shift. For about 500 years,
a European, male-dominated elite has been
at liberty to experiment with the populations
and resources of our planet. Despite
technological progress in some areas, the
21st century has been defined by existential
crises regarding every aspect of human
and natural survival. It is the conclusion of
the authors that managerial capitalism and
representative governments have failed the
world’s inhabitants. The underlying logic
of value extraction and exploitation that
has led to today’s environmental crisis and
staggering wealth inequality, propped up by
the biggest military and police apparatus
in history, must end. While we are aware
that ingrained capitalist patterns will not
dissolve overnight, it is essential to shift the
public narrative from a masculine, conflictdominance model to a feminine, socialsharing model to guarantee human survival
on this planet.
Our global direct democracy platform would
not only provide a better user experience for
the world’s people but it would also produce
better outcomes for humanity and our planet.
It will be superior to both representative
government and hierarchical corporations,
in the same way that representative
democracies have replaced monarchies, and
thus will eventually supersede them.
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Earth 2030
By Primavera De Filippi and Tony Lai
Hope is a slighter, tougher thing even than
trust. ... In a good season one trusts life; in
a bad season one only hopes, but they are
of the same essence: they are the mind’s
indispensable relationship with other
minds, with the world, and with time.
–Ursula Le Gui
Leia looked back at the wildflowers blooming
across the rolling hills, shepherded by trees
with branches laden low with fruit. The trees
drew nourishment from the rich soil of the
local Learning Site. Although invisible to
many a visitor’s eyes, a closer look would
have revealed the myriad of sensors carefully
camouflaged within the natural landscape.
Mimicking the mycelial networks that
nourished and connected the roots of each
living thing, the local bioregion simulator
gathered data from both the sensors and
local community member input, monitoring
each plant to ensure its needs were satisfied.
Leia smiled, and wondered if tonight’s
community cooking crew had mushrooms
on the menu.
In a few seconds, the handshakes between
her credentials management system and
the Learning Site were completed, and the
doors swung open. The procedure seemed
straightforward, yet what just happened
in those few seconds represented over a
decade of work by millions of contributors
building the open-source software and
legal infrastructure of Leia’s world in 2030.
During the 2020s pandemics, Leia’s family
had watched public officials fall into patterns
of denial and blame, as the public health
crisis had become a global economic crisis,
eradicating trust in public institutions.
In the midst of the uncertainty and chaos
unleashed by the pandemics, many families
had started organising into communities for
resilience and support. Mutual aid groups
had formed, with neighbours reconnecting,

offering a helping hand to one other.
Leia’s family had gathered in one of these
communities, special in that it actually grew
stronger and more resilient over time, and
all members were responsible for sharing
their learnings and best practices with other
communities, wherever possible. Today’s
meeting at the Learning Site was for precisely
this purpose.
An image of an open hand, offered in
friendship, hung over the entranceway.
Walking into the Learning Site’s main hall,
Leia looked across to the adults and children
clustered at various stations around the
room. Some were gathered around tables,
planning new irrigation projects to support
the grow sites nestled into the threedimensionally rendered topography of her
local bioregion. Others were engrossed
in their own learning programs, specially
tailored for them from a combination of
template programs collectively shared
and maintained among all the connected
Learning Sites.
Branching out from the main hall was a
series of collaboration and storytelling
facilities, rooms decked out with cameras
and recording equipment to log every
brainstorm and workshop within. Leia was
not bothered by any of these sensors: her
data trust interfaced with the Learning Site
systems to keep any data carefully protected
and managed on her behalf. Whenever she
was recorded, specific licensing agreements
were created, ensuring that the benefits of
her ideas were always shared within the
community. And if an idea had the potential
to address a global challenge, it was made
available to the global commons, with legal
engineering ensuring proper recognition and
fair distribution of royalties.
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People contributed to the Learning
Commons because the very act of
learning and teaching was treasured as a
collaborative endeavour: ‘The more you give,
the more you get’, was the adage. During the
years of lockdown in the aftermath of the
pandemic, parents working from home had
discovered, to their surprise, that learning had
radically changed since their school days.
Kids were taking online classes from their
teachers and then switching to the internet
to dig deeper into their interests, learning
at their own pace. They engaged with their
peers, often creating their own videos on
what they had been learning, for their friends
and the wider world.
The open-source movement that had
galvanised the internet and the protocols
that ensured interoperability among multiple
sites had begun to transform education
too. Millions joined in building out the opensource Learning Commons, the infrastructure
which empowered the people of Leia’s world.
After the pandemics hit, contributions to the
Learning Commons came in public health;
pandemic response protocols from triage
to treatment were constantly updated by
volunteer nurses and front-line workers.
Areas where learning had been undergoing
rapid change benefited particularly from
such an open and adaptive approach,
epitomised by law and its transformation
as a practice into legal engineering.
Earlier that year, after turning 16, Leia chose
to start learning about governance and
complex adaptive systems. She had begun
gathering the materials and contacting
peers and mentors who would help on
her learning journey. Permaculture was her
favourite topic. Focusing not only on farming
and gardening, it also extended towards
the notion of ‘social permaculture’: how the
complex, interconnected communities of
people, animals or plants can be organised in
a broader ecosystem so they all contribute to
helping, rather than exploiting, one another.
She learnt how to design a sustainable
ecosystem for the Regenerative Agriculture
Site and gained new knowledge in political
theory, legal engineering and economics.

For Leia, markets had always been such a
natural and valuable component of society.
She learnt from stories the elders told
and from digging into the work of Elinor
Ostrom that the ‘goodness’ of markets
was a relatively recent development and
that properly functioning markets are only
possible through extensive and proactive
intervention. While growing up, she had
associated joy and generosity with the
open hand she saw crossing the doorsill
into the Learning Site each day. Since her
governance studies, she had learnt how that
open hand, known as the Visible Hand, had
emerged as the symbol of the new covenant,
the latest testament created among all the
communities around the world who opted in.
Unlike Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’, adopted
as gospel by the free market neo-liberal
consensus of the late 20th century, the new
covenant promised markets embedded not
only with transparency but also with a more
communitarian system of governance based
on mutual trust, recognition and respect,
to ensure a more sustainable, regenerative
distribution of power and social equality.
Yet this response was by no means universal.
Karen and James awaited Leia in one of
the storytelling rooms. They had planned
their meeting to compare how governments
around the world had reacted differently to
the pandemic.
‘Welcome. Thank you both for joining me
here’, Leia greeted them both, holding her
hand to her heart, then extending it open,
palm up, fingers out towards them both.
‘Thank you for coming to share with us’,
James responded, mimicking the gesture.
‘Yes, thank you’, added Karen in a meek but
respectful voice.
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Karen was a refugee from a former
democracy turned into an authoritarian
system during the pandemics, which
was trying to limit the spread of the virus
by tracking every move of every citizen
and punishing anyone who violated their
quarantine by reducing their social credit
score and limiting their access to public
services.
‘In my country, they justified surveillance
and control because of the crisis’, Karen said,
glancing up nervously at the cameras, ‘then
they were recast as generic public protection
measures’.
‘You’re safe here’, Leia reassured her,
explaining how by coming here Karen and
her family had their own protected identities
and data trusts set up already.
‘We went the other way’, said James.
‘You could say we sacrificed our weakest
citizens for the sake of keeping the economy
alive and building a more robust population
with herd immunity, but I think we ultimately
failed to recognise that our economy was for
the most part grounded on the work of the
most vulnerable people.’

James was an exchange student visiting
from another country, enjoying the sharing
and reconciling of opposing perspectives.
‘I suspect it was no coincidence that the
private sector had to step in to take care of
all the things that our government couldn’t
handle’, James added. ‘All communications,
searches, locations and purchases were
already managed through private online
platforms, resulting in greater market
efficiencies. Why not health and education
too? In one sense we resolved the crisis faster
and better than everyone else thanks to tech
companies providing contact tracing and
access control systems to all the population.’
Leia was especially curious about interactions
with students from neo-liberal communities;
she knew that many of them were starting
to acknowledge the inherent failures of
a non-regulated market system and the
unavoidable inequalities that emerge from it.
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‘Tech solutions driven by market dynamics,
fuelled by huge amounts of personal data’.
she offered. ‘It’s not that technological
solutions are bad; it’s just that both
governments and private companies have
misaligned incentives. Any participation
and engagement in creating a society for
the common good gets sacrificed at the
altar of power, efficiency and profits.’
‘Would we rather live in a world without
technology’, mused James, ‘like those
others in your community, who reject
all technological advances?’
Leia smiled before diving into the history
of the last decade with them: The few
governments who had relied on grassroots citizen engagement for fighting the
pandemic had done so by rejecting the
use of technology, regarded as the root of
all evils. Technology was only necessary to
scale up production and consumption, they
had thought, and it was this constant desire
to scale up that was destroying our planet.
They had rejected the use of technology,
advocating instead for the establishment
of resilient communities focusing on local
bioregions that did not need to import
any foreign products or technologies.
Leia’s community had been an exception
to its kind. While promoting local resilience,
her community had also acknowledged
the value of technology, which – if properly
governed – could help achieve that end.
Over the years, Leia’s community attracted
activists, intellectuals, social scientists, artists,
engineers and many advocates of the
decentralised technologies that emerged
after the 2008 financial crash. Inspired by

Ostrom’s research, they experimented with
commons-based governance mechanisms
for local communities and an interdependent
global system.
While they knew that decentralised yet
coordinated action was hard without
monitoring or enforcement, they found in
blockchain technology a solution to precisely
both of these challenges: distributed ledger
technology that enabled monitoring in a
decentralised, transparent and tamperresistant manner; smart contracts for the
automated and decentralised enforcement
of codified agreements. It was thanks to
these technologies that Leia’s community
fought the pandemic, using technology to
empower people rather than subjecting
them to a dominant superpower.
‘The seeds of our community were sown
10 years ago through a series of gatherings
where we grew our relationships, built a
shared pool of solutions and laid our plans
to make them available to all’, Leia added.
The visitors kept asking questions of Leia,
eager to understand whether and how
these solutions could be transposed into
their communities. Hours later, exhausted
but excited from this new knowledge, they
requested to become members of the
Learning Commons to continue studying
Leia’s community from home.
Leia instructed her data trust to share access
to her personal selections and annotations of
the Learning Commons, saying ‘I hope and
trust we’ll interoperate again soon!’
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The Decentralised Future
essay competition
In December 2019, Nesta put out an open call for essay pitches exploring how over the next
decade decentralised digital organisations could change the way we think about work and the
structure of organisations. In total we received over 100 essay pitches covering a broad range
of questions and presenting both utopian and dystopian visions of what a decentralised future
might look like.
This long list of essays was scored by our panel of six expert advisors, and, with difficulty,
a shortlist of ten finalists were chosen. The finalists were asked, with help from our in-house
editors, to turn their short pitches into full-length essays. The ten finalists’ essays were then
judged by the same panel of experts to choose first, second and third prize winners.
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